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Interest in new thermal diodes, regulators, and switches has been rapidly growing because these

components have the potential for rich transport phenomena that cannot be achieved using traditional

thermal resistors and capacitors. Each of these thermal components has a signature functionality:

Thermal diodes can rectify heat currents, thermal regulators can maintain a desired temperature, and

thermal switches can actively control the heat transfer. Here, we review the fundamental physical

mechanisms of switchable and nonlinear heat transfer which have been harnessed to make thermal

diodes, switches, and regulators. The review focuses on experimental demonstrations, mainly near

room temperature, and spans the fields of heat conduction, convection, and radiation. We emphasize

the changes in thermal properties across phase transitions and thermal switching using electric and

magnetic fields. After surveying fundamental mechanisms, we present various nonlinear and active

thermal circuits that are based on analogies with well-known electrical circuits, and analyze potential

applications in solid-state refrigeration and waste heat scavenging. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5001072
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I. INTRODUCTION

Controlling thermal transport is a key challenge of mod-

ern technology, energy conversion systems, heating and

refrigeration, manufacturing and materials processing, data

storage, and electronics thermal management. However,

engineers seeking improved thermal control are limited by

the traditional toolkit of linear, static, and passive thermal

components, such as thermal resistors and thermal capaci-

tors. This paucity of thermal options pales in comparison to

the rich selection of highly nonlinear, switchable, and active

components in the electrical domain. For example, inte-

grated electrical circuits for information processing rely on

nonlinear building blocks such as transistors and diodes,

and effectively transmitting electrical power without

switches would be a tall order. Since switchable and nonlin-

ear thermal components are not nearly as mature as their

electrical counterparts, contemporary thermal research

explores many different mechanisms which could provide

these new capabilities.

In this article, we review experimental demonstrations

of switchable and nonlinear thermal components—thermal

diodes, switches, and regulators. Each of these components

is defined by a characteristic transfer function connecting the

heat flow (Q) to the driving temperature difference (DTÞ.
Thermal regulators have a nonlinear transfer function, mean-

ing that Q is not linearly proportional to DT. The transfer

function of a thermal diode depends on the polarity of DT:

QðDTÞj 6¼ Qð�DTÞj
���� . This defining asymmetry implies that

the diode’s transfer function must also be nonlinear, since

the ratio Q=DT cannot be a constant everywhere. Finally, the

transfer function of a thermal switch can be actively con-

trolled by a non-thermal parameter, such as pressure or volt-

age. After establishing these definitions in Sec. II, Sec. III

surveys the physical mechanisms across the fields of heat

conduction, convection, and radiation that lead to thermal

rectification, regulation, and switching. With an eye towards

potential applications, we focus our attention primarily on

mechanisms which can operate near room temperature and

atmospheric pressure. In Secs. IV A and IV B, we then exam-

ine examples of nonlinear or active thermal circuits which

have been developed to improve the efficiency of solid-state

refrigeration and energy harvesting cycles. In Sec. IV C, we

present nonlinear and active thermal circuits which are anal-

ogous to well-known electrical circuits. We summarize the

current status and future opportunities for thermal diodes,

regulators, and switches in Sec. IV D.

This article complements several other recent reviews. Li

et al.1 summarized predominantly computational predictions

for nonlinear nanoscale phononic devices. Ben-Abdallah and

Biehs2 presented theoretical predictions for nonlinear thermal

radiation components in the far- and near-field. Roberts and

Walker3 summarized rectification mechanisms in bulk solids

and theoretical predictions of rectification in nanostructures.

DiPirro and Shirron4 surveyed thermal switches for cryogenic

refrigeration applications, and Shahriari et al.5 recently dis-

cussed boiling and condensation heat transfer switching using

electric fields. Compared with these works, this review

focuses on experimental demonstrations of thermal diodes,

switches, and regulators across all fields of heat transfer, with

an emphasis on the changes in thermal properties across phase

transitions and on switching heat transfer using electric and

magnetic fields. Though concepts of thermal computing appli-

cations have also been proposed,1,6 we focus here on possible

applications in thermal control and energy conversion.

A. Electrical analogies

Throughout this review, we will draw upon analogies

between thermal and electrical components. This serves the

dual goals of understanding thermal systems using intuition

from electrical engineering and providing inspiration for

adapting useful electrical circuits into the thermal domain. To

motivate this approach, Fig. 1 compares the linear response

theory of thermal and electrical resistors and capacitors.

(There are no thermal elements that are analogous to electro-

magnetic inductors.7) The analogy between current flow in

electrostatic resistor networks and heat flow in thermal resis-

tor networks is exact at steady-state, because the governing

equation, constitutive relations, and boundary conditions are

all identical for electrical and thermal transport.

Analogies involving capacitance, however, must be

treated with more caution. There is a strict analogy between

the self-capacitance in the electrical domain, which is the

voltage change required to increase the charge stored by an

isolated conductor, and the thermal capacitance, which is the

temperature change required to increase the energy stored by

an isolated thermal conductor. However, there is no thermal

analogy for the mutual capacitance of the more common

parallel-plate capacitor, which characterizes the electrical

potential difference between two conductors. Therefore, every

capacitor in a thermal circuit must have one terminal

grounded, which unfortunately prohibits thermal analogies to

certain interesting electrical circuits such as voltage triplers.

Adding nonlinear and switchable thermal components to

this traditional toolkit of linear resistors and grounded capacitors

leads to qualitatively new thermal capabilities, including tun-

able thermal control and other examples discussed in Sec. IV

such as rectification, heterodyning, and amplification. We now

more thoroughly introduce the three primary components dis-

cussed in this review: thermal diodes, switches, and regulators.

II. TAXONOMY OF ACTIVE AND NONLINEAR
COMPONENTS

Components are characterized by a transfer function

(constitutive relation) relating flow rates to their driving

potentials. For example, electrical transistors are character-

ized by their steady-state current-voltage diagrams. In the

thermal domain, a convenient representation of the steady-

state transfer function is a plot of the heat flow (Q) as a func-

tion of the driving temperature difference (DTÞ across the

device. Although the absolute magnitude of the applied volt-

age need not be specified for electrical transfer functions,

material properties often do depend on the absolute tempera-

ture. Therefore, when presenting the thermal transfer func-

tions, it is most proper to fix the average temperature

Tavg ¼ ðTh þ TcÞ=2; where Th is the hot-side temperature

and Tc is the cold-side temperature.

041304-2 Wehmeyer et al. Appl. Phys. Rev. 4, 041304 (2017)



In this review, we will focus on three fundamental ther-

mal components: thermal diodes, thermal regulators, and

thermal switches. Figure 2 shows the symbols, transfer func-

tions, and an illustrative example of a heat conduction mech-

anism for each component. We now discuss each of these

components in detail.

A. Thermal diode

A thermal diode is a two-terminal element that rectifies

heat currents. The left column of Fig. 2 shows a typical

transfer function of a thermal diode. If the polarity of the

temperature difference DT is switched at fixed Tavg, the mag-

nitude of the heat flow changes. The figure of merit for a

thermal diode is the rectification ratio, here defined as

c ¼ jQfwdj � Qrevjj Þ= Qrevj;j
�

(1)

where the magnitude of the forward heat flow Qfwd is greater

than the magnitude of the reverse heat flow Qrev at the same

DTjj , and it is also understood that Tavg is held constant. In

general, c will be a function of DT and Tavg.

Rectification requires both a spatial asymmetry and a

nonlinearity. For example, in an electrical p–n diode, the

asymmetry is imposed by the levels of p-type and n-type

doping, and the nonlinearity arises from the exponential

dependence of the minority carrier concentrations on the

voltage difference across the space-charge region.8 The sec-

ond law of thermodynamics poses constraints on rectification

which may not be obvious on first glance; for example, the

second law implies that an electrical diode cannot rectify the

Johnson noise of a load resistor, as long as the resistor and

the diode are at the same temperature.9 Similar second law

restrictions of course also apply for thermal diodes, as we

shall see throughout this review.

An example of a thermal diode mechanism is shown in

the bottom left panel of Fig. 2 and discussed further below in

Sec. III A 2. This “junction thermal diode” consists of two

materials with different temperature-dependent thermal con-

ductivities k Tð Þð Þ providing the nonlinearity. In the forward

mode, when the left material is hot and the right material is

cold, both materials have high k and the heat flux is large; in

the reverse mode, the materials both have low k and the heat

flux is smaller.10

An example application of thermal diodes is a solid-state

refrigeration cycle utilizing the magnetocaloric11 or electro-

caloric12 effect. Thermal diodes allow for strong thermal cou-

pling when heat is pumped out of the refrigerator, while

blocking undesirable heat backflow into the refrigerator dur-

ing other portions of the cycle. Several solid-state cooling

cycles using thermal switches to mimic thermal diode behav-

ior have been demonstrated,13–16 and in Sec. IV A, we will

analyze an electrocaloric refrigeration cycle using thermal

diodes. Other applications of thermal diodes are also sug-

gested in Sec. IV C 1.

B. Thermal regulator

A thermal regulator is a two terminal component with a

strongly nonlinear Q�DT transfer function at fixed Tavg, as

shown in the center column of Fig. 2. One common function

of a thermal regulator is to maintain a desired critical tempera-

ture Tc by switching between a high conductance and a low

conductance state. The thermal regulator is analogous to an

electrical varistor (portmanteau of “variable resistor”). All

thermal diodes are also technically thermal regulators since

the transfer function of a diode is nonlinear, but in contrast

with a thermal diode, the transfer function of a regulator can

be symmetric in DT. The essential feature of the diode’s trans-

fer function is the asymmetry, while the essence of a regula-

tor’s transfer function lies in the sharp nonlinear response.

A figure of merit for a thermal regulator is the on/off

switching ratio

FIG. 1. Analogies between linear elec-

trical and thermal components.

Traditionally, thermal circuits have

been limited to the passive linear ele-

ments of thermal resistors and capaci-

tors, which are analogous to their

electrical counterparts. Many readers

will be familiar with the resistance

analogies between thermal and electri-

cal transport, which arise from the

equivalent constitutive relations (top 4

rows). However, the capacitance analo-

gies (bottom two rows) are more subtle,

because thermal capacitance is only

analogous to the less-known “self-

capacitance” of an isolated electrical

conductor, not the more familiar

“mutual capacitance” of a typical

parallel-plate electrical capacitor.

Practically, this means that all thermal

capacitors have one terminal grounded.

This review focuses on active and non-

linear thermal elements (Fig. 2) which

broaden the toolkit of thermal engineers

beyond these linear elements.

041304-3 Wehmeyer et al. Appl. Phys. Rev. 4, 041304 (2017)



r ¼ Gon=Goff ; (2)

where G ¼ dQ
dðDTÞ is the differential thermal conductance,

which is the local slope of the Q�DT transfer function, as

shown in the center column of Fig. 2. This figure of merit r
represents the ratio of the “on” state, or largest differential

conductance Gon, to the “off” state, or smallest differential

conductance Goff .

An example of a thermal regulator shown in Fig. 2 is a

phase change material with a sharp change in k at a critical

temperature Tc. This regulator example displays a nonlinear

but symmetric Q�DT curve with a crossover from a low G
to a high G state at DTj ¼ Tc � Tavgj

���� . Quantitative data for

two examples of these phase-change thermal regulators are

shown below in Figs. 3 and 4. For most thermal regulator

applications, phase transition hysteresis would be ideally

minimized, such that the temperature is always regulated at

the same Tc. Finally, in addition to the substantial change in

k at Tc, materials undergoing first-order phase transitions

also have a latent heat, which can assist in regulating the

temperature at Tc for transient heat loads.

In an example application of regulation, a thermal regu-

lator using bimetallic buckling17 reduced the power required

to maintain the temperature of a chip-scale atomic clock at

7060.1 �C as the external temperature was varied from �40

to þ50 �C. Having different G at different temperatures can

also be useful to improve the transient thermal response

without sacrificing steady-state performance. A familiar

example is a vehicle’s thermostat, which traps heat to

quickly raise the engine temperature until the desired tem-

perature Tc is reached. Once the system is at Tc, the wax in

the thermostat melts, allowing coolant to flow freely to pre-

vent overheating. In a related application, thermal regulators

have been tested on catalytic converters18,19 to reduce cold-

start emissions by keeping the converter hot enough between

drive times, while switching to a high-G state at high temper-

atures to keep the converter from overheating. Several addi-

tional applications of regulators are presented in Sec. IV C 3.

C. Thermal switch

As indicated in the right column of Fig. 2, we define a

thermal switch as a two-terminal component with a Q�DT
constitutive relation that depends on a non-thermal control

parameter, such as an electric field, magnetic field, or applied

pressure. Changing this control parameter changes the ther-

mal conductance. The on/off switching ratio r introduced for

thermal regulators in Eq. (2) is also a natural figure of merit

for a thermal switch, where now Gon is the highest differen-

tial conductance that can be achieved by tuning the control

parameter, and Goff is the smallest achievable differential

conductance.

FIG. 2. Nonlinear and switchable ther-

mal components. Thermal devices

such as diodes, regulators, and

switches are defined by their transfer

functions, which relate the heat flow Q
to the thermal bias DT ¼ T1 � T2, in

analogy to current-voltage curves in

the electrical domain. Thermal diodes
have asymmetric heat transfer: at a

fixed average temperature Tavg and

DTjj , the magnitudes of the forward

and reverse heat transfer rates Q differ.

Regulators have a strongly nonlinear

transfer function, which can be sym-

metric or asymmetric. The transfer

function of a thermal switch depends

on a non-thermal control parameter

such as electric field (E), magnetic

field (B), or pressure (P). Bottom row:

Examples of each type of component,

each discussed further below with

quantitative data. Conduction junction

diodes are presented in Sec. III A 2, the

W-doped VO2 regulator is shown in

Fig. 3, and experiments on the giant

magnetoresistance Co/Cu multilayer

switch are shown in Fig. 7.

041304-4 Wehmeyer et al. Appl. Phys. Rev. 4, 041304 (2017)



An example of a thermal switch is a giant magnetoresis-

tive (GMR) device,20 illustrated in the bottom right of Fig. 2.

Since k depends on the magnetic field (B), the heat flux can

be tuned by changing B. As shown in Fig. 7, thermal switch

ratios of r ¼ 2 have been achieved at room temperature using

this mechanism in GMR multilayers.20

Spacecraft thermal management21 is one motivating

example for thermal switches. Radiators which dump the

excess heat generated in the spacecraft out to deep space

must be sized for the peak heat rejection loads. However,

when the spacecraft is generating much less heat, the same

radiators may be too effective in rejecting heat, potentially

causing the working fluid to freeze. Thermal switches can be

used to actively control the heat rejection rates and space-

craft temperature. In Sec. III, we will discuss many different

thermal switches, some of which were developed for space-

craft applications using the mechanisms of conduction (Sec.

III A 4), convection (Sec. III B 2), and radiation (Sec. III C 4).

Developing lighter and faster thermal switches with larger r
would reduce costs and improve performance of these space-

craft thermal management systems, and many other potential

applications, including the two examples of periodically

switched circuits discussed in Sec. IV C 2.

III. MECHANISMS OF ACTIVE AND NONLINEAR HEAT
TRANSFER

We now proceed to the heart of this article, which is a

review of experimentally demonstrated mechanisms of switch-

able and nonlinear heat transfer, with a focus on mechanisms

which function near room temperature. As a non-exhaustive

introduction to Secs. III A–III C, Table I summarizes measured

rectification ratios and switching ratios for a variety of physical

mechanisms that have been used to make thermal switches,

regulators, and diodes.

We organize the following discussion by the dominant

mode of heat transfer: conduction, convection, and radiation.

A. Conduction

Heat in solids is primarily carried by electrons in metals

and by phonons in semiconductors and insulators. The kinetic

theory model for the thermal conductivity is k ¼ CvK=3,

where C is the volumetric specific heat, v is the group velocity,

and K is the mean free path. Modifications to the microstruc-

ture or environment which change C; v; or K can therefore

impact k, resulting in thermal diode, regulator, or switch

behavior. Here, we discuss changes in k across phase transi-

tions and review recent diode implementations which utilize

kðTÞ nonlinearities. We also review thermal switches and regu-

lators which function by bringing materials into and out of

contact, by intercalating ions into layered structures, and by

utilizing magnetic and electric fields to control k.

1. Changes in k due to phase transitions

Since steady-state heat transfer depends only on the

material’s thermal conductivity and not on the specific heat

or the latent heat of a phase transition, we focus here on

changes in k occurring across phase transitions. For transient

thermal regulation, the large latent heats of phase change

materials such as waxes, salts, or water can also be useful.

Metal-insulator transitions: Metal-insulator transitions

(MITs) dramatically change the electrical conductivity r. In

the best-known example, r can increase by 5 orders of mag-

nitude when vanadium dioxide crosses a MIT around

TMIT ¼ 340 K. It is natural to suspect that the thermal conduc-

tivity of VO2 may also show a large change across the MIT,

since the standard single-electron Wiedemann-Franz (WF)

law (Lorenz number L ¼ L0¼ 2.44� 10�8 WX/K2) predicts

that both electrons and phonons contribute significantly to k
in the metallic state, while in the insulating state only the

phonon k remains. Indeed, several experiments22,23 have

measured switch ratios as large as r ¼ 1.6 in polycrystalline

VO2 films. However, these experiments measured k in the

cross-plane direction and r in the in-plane direction, so the

WF law could not be quantitatively tested.

A recent experiment24 using VO2 single-crystal nano-

beams [Fig. 3(a)] measured k and r both in the in-plane direc-

tion and surprisingly found that the in-plane total k changes

by <5% across the MIT, even with high r in the metallic

state. This small change in the total thermal conductivity

across the MIT is consistent with early k measurements of

FIG. 3. Doped vanadium dioxide thermal regulator. (a) False color scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the experimental setup to measure the ther-

mal and electrical conductivity of VO2 nanobeams doped with W. Inset: SEM image showing VO2 nanobeam cross-section. (b) Measured total thermal con-

ductivity of VO2 nanobeams with different W doping fractions. Thermal regulator behavior is observed for the W-doped samples; for example, at 2:1 at:% W,

the switching ratio is r ¼ 1.5 around a switching temperature T¼ 310 K. Switching ratios of r ¼ 1:6 have also been measured in undoped VO2 thin films.22,23

Reprinted with permission from Lee et al., Science 355, 371 (2016). Copyright 2016 AAAS.
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bulk VO2.25,26 Two possible explanations for this behavior

have been historically suggested: either the phonon thermal

conductivity kph significantly decreases across the transition

to a metallic state as the electron thermal conductivity kel

increases in accordance with the WF relation,26 or the change

in kph is small and the typical WF relation (L ¼ L0) is not

valid in metallic VO2.25 Based on calculations of kph in the

metallic state using first-principles phonon dispersions and a

fit to experimental measurements of energy-dependent pho-

non linewidths, Lee et al.24 argue that kph is nearly unaffected

by the phase transition, and conclude the correlated electrons

in the metallic state of VO2 carry much less heat than pre-

dicted by traditional single-electron theories (L < L0).

Interestingly, however, when the VO2 nanobeams are

doped with only a few percent of W, thermal regulator

behavior is observed.24 As shown in Fig. 3(b), the phase

transition temperature of VO2 is lowered to TMIT ¼ 310 K at

2.1 at. % doping of W, and k switches from 3.4 W m�1 K�1

in the insulating phase at low T to 5.2 W m�1 K�1 in the

metallic phase at high T, resulting in r ¼ 1:5. Lee et al.24

interpret the data as indicating that the electrons in the metal-

lic state of VO2 tend to recover the WF behavior as the W

doping increases. Other materials displaying metal-insula-

tor27 or metal-metal28 transitions may also be promising

thermal regulators; for example, a ferromagnetic magnetite

material29 has shown r¼ 1.5 across a MIT at 200 K.

Phase change memory: Chalcogenides such as Ge2Sb2Te5

(GST), which is used in phase-change memory devices, can be

switched between metastable structural states at room tempera-

ture.30,31 The crystal structure of GST is determined by the

TABLE I. Overview of selected physical mechanisms of experimentally demonstrated nonlinear and switchable heat transfer, emphasizing higher performing

and/or novel mechanisms. These examples, and many more, are discussed throughout Sec. III. All mechanisms operate near room temperature and atmospheric

pressure unless noted otherwise. These figures of merit depend on the magnitude of the temperature difference and the absolute temperature (see main text).

Thermal switches and regulators Thermal diodes

Mechanism Material system example On/off ratio r ¼ Gon=Goff

Rectification

c ¼ Gfwd � Grev

Grev
References

Conduction (Sec. III A)

Metal-insulator transition (Fig. 3) VO2 doped with W 1.5 — 24

Phase-change memory (Ge,Sb,Te) alloy 3 — 33 and 34

Solid-liquid phase transition H2O 3.5 — 42

Liquid-solid composites (Fig. 4) Hexadecane/graphite 3 — 47

Voltage tuning of ferroelectric k PbZrxTi1-xO3 1.1 — 130

Intercalation control of k Li1-xCoO2 1.5 — 80

Junction diodes kðTÞ For example, PNIPAM/PDMS — 0.1-0.6 64 and 72–74

Solid-solid contact (>10 kPa contact

pressures)

Cu-Cu with grease >100 90 86 and 111

Paraffin expansion Encapsulated waxes 100 — 99

Liquid bridge switch Mercury 200 — 86

Electrostatic gating of kel (Fig. 6) Graphene (at T¼75 K) 5 — 126

Magnetic field tuning of giant

magnetoresistance k (Fig. 7)

Cu/Co multilayers 2 — 20

Liquid crystal alignment Liquid crystals 1.5 — 159

Convection (Sec. III B)

Natural convection diode H2O — 7 3

Heat pipe diode H2O — >100 179

Jumping droplets (Fig. 8) H2O, on super-hydrophobic/phillic

surfaces

2 150 180 and 201

Variable conductance heat pipe (Fig. 9) N2 gas and H2O 80 — 189

Gas gap switch (high vacuum) H2 >500 — 190

Electrowetting H2O on dielectric 2.5–15 — 194 and 195

Electroadsorption Surfactants in H2O 10 — 196

Electrical suppression of Leidenfrost effect Isopropyl alcohol 20 — 198

Magnetic nanofluid forced convection Magnetite 15 — 210

Magnetorheological fluid chain alignment

(Fig. 10)

Fe particles in oil 12 — 212

Radiation (Sec. III C)

VO2 emissivity across transition (Fig. 11) VO2 2-3 2 256

Electrochromic (Fig. 12) WO3 2-10 — 257

Liquid crystal regulators Liquid crystals 2-5 — 268 and 269

Louver view factor switching Metals 6 — 99

Near field gap size (<200 nm gaps, ultra-

high vacuum)

Au-Au surfaces >100 — 280
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thermal history. Rapidly quenching from a high temperature

results in an amorphous state at room temperature, but crystal-

line structures can be recovered by reheating the material above

the crystallization temperature and slowly cooling back to room

temperature. Since crystalline materials have larger k than their

amorphous counterparts, a thermal switch can be implemented

by controlling the crystallinity. Lyeo et al.32 showed that the

room temperature k of GST can range from 0.2 to 1.5 W

m�1K�1 depending on the thermal history, though reversible

switching was not demonstrated. The authors also note that the

changes in k achieved using rapid laser crystallization are

smaller (r ¼ 1.2) than when the global temperature was slowly

raised above the crystallization point. Reifenberg et al.33 and

Lee et al.34 have measured increases in k of a factor of 3 for

GST films when the temperature is slowly ramped, but also did

not report reversible switching.

Miscellaneous solid-solid transitions: Modest switching

ratios have been observed around other solid-solid phase

transitions near room temperature. Huesler alloys35 have

shown r as large as 1.6 across a magnetostructural phase

transition, and r¼ 1.8 has been measured36,37 across a struc-

tural phase transition near T¼ 400 K in Cu2-xSe. At high

pressures (>10 GPa), r¼3 has been observed in

semiconductor-metal transitions38 due to the enhanced elec-

tronic contribution to k. Charge-density wave (CDW) phase

transitions can impact both the electron and the phonon

contributions to k. For example, a 25% increase in k of octa-

hedral TaS2 was observed39 at the CDW transition at 350 K,

and similar r has been measured40,41 in other CDW systems.

Melting solids: Typically, a liquid will have a lower

thermal conductivity than its corresponding solid phase near

Tmelt, so melting a solid decreases k. Several familiar exam-

ples in the vicinity of room temperature include H2O

(r ¼ 3:5 at Tmelt ¼ 0 �C),42 waxes (r ¼ 2, with Tmelt ranging

from 50 to 80 �C),43 or liquid metals such as mercury (r ¼ 4

at Tmelt ¼ � 38 �C).44 In a comprehensive recent study, Kim

and Kaviany45 analyzed different solid-liquid transitions to

find the most promising candidates for achieving high r.

They identified an interesting class of materials which are

semiconducting in the solid state but metallic in the liquid

state (all with Tmelt>700 K). Since the electrons in the liquid

metal carry the heat effectively, k actually increases in the

liquid state. First principles calculations of switching ratios

as large as 15 for CdSb at Tmelt ¼ 850 K were in good agree-

ment with previous measurements46 of k and r.

Composites: Composite materials undergoing liquid-solid

transitions can also show thermal regulator behavior. If the

liquid matrix freezes into a crystalline structure, the solid

composite particles are pushed towards the grain boundaries

and into better thermal contact, improving the heat transfer at

low temperatures. As shown in Fig. 4, Zheng et al.47 demon-

strated this mechanism using graphite flakes suspended in

FIG. 4. Liquid-solid composite ther-

mal regulator. (a) Optical images of a

frozen (left) and melted (right)

graphite-hexadecane composite. When

the liquid (lighter color) freezes, the

slight volumetric expansion pushes the

graphite (darker color) into better con-

tact at the grain boundaries of the hex-

adecane. (b) The thermal conductivity

increases by up to a factor of 3 when

the liquid freezes at 20 �C, due to the

improved graphite percolation path-

ways. The inset shows that the switch-

ing ratios also depend on the volume

fraction of graphite. Adapted with per-

mission from Zheng et al., Nat.

Commun. 2, 289 (2011). Copyright

2011 Macmillan Publishers Ltd.
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hexadecane, and obtained r as large as 3. They also showed

that this switching was reversible over 7 thawing/freezing

cycles. Schiffres et al.48 showed that the switching ratio can

be tuned by controlling the freezing rate. Additional measure-

ments for a variety of liquids and composite particles49–54 also

resulted in r in the range of 2–3.

2. Conduction thermal diodes

This section emphasizes new advances in solid-state rec-

tification since the 2011 review of Roberts and Walker.3

Ballistic phonon rectification: The idea of ballistic ther-

mal rectification is to use asymmetric scattering elements,

such as internal pyramids or sawtooth shaped surfaces, to

preferentially scatter the phonons more strongly in one direc-

tion than another. However, such concepts require further

careful thinking to ensure the vision remains compatible

with the second law of thermodynamics. Maznev et al.55

showed theoretically that to obtain a ballistic phonon thermal

diode, a nonlinearity must be present in the system in addi-

tion to an asymmetric scattering structure. In accordance

with this theory, Chen et al.56 and Kage et al.57 measured no

measurable phonon rectification in asymmetrically etched

silicon structures which lacked a significant nonlinearity.

Although Schmotz et al.58 inferred thermal rectification from

measurements in an asymmetrically etched silicon mem-

brane, Maznev et al.55 showed that the experimental design

lacked the proper symmetry reversals to conclusively claim

rectification.

Rectification measurement technique: Chiu et al.59

recently demonstrated a new experimental technique to test

for nonlinearities. Since nonlinear systems generate higher

order harmonics, time-periodic heating of a thermal diode

should cause higher harmonics in the temperature response.

These higher harmonics can be easily measured using a

lock-in amplifier, although electrical nonlinearities also need

to be considered. Using this technique, Chiu et al.59 observed

no rectification above the measurement threshold of 0.5%

for either pristine nanowires or asymmetrically loaded mass-

loaded BN nanotubes with diameter d ¼ 100 nm. This null

result contradicts the previously reported 7% rectification

reported for asymmetrically mass-loaded BN nanotubes with

d � 30 nm.60 Chiu et al.59 attribute this difference to the

improved experimental design of the higher-harmonics tech-

nique compared with the previous steady-state measurement,

but also note that the different nanotube diameters might

also play a role.

Junction diodes: A simple mechanism for a solid-state

thermal diode arises in composite bars made of two materi-

als with different temperature-dependent thermal conduc-

tivities kðTÞ. If the thermal conductivities of materials 1

and 2 scale like k1 / Tn1 and k2 / Tn2 ; then for small tem-

perature differences after optimizing geometry,10 the recti-

fication is

c ¼ n1 � n2ð Þ Th � Tcð Þ=4Tavg: (3)

Many demonstrations61,62 of this “junction diode” rectifi-

cation mechanism were performed at low temperatures, where

ðTh � TcÞ=Tavg is large and k depends strongly on tempera-

ture. Above room temperature, Takeuchi et al.63 achieved

c ¼ 0:1; and Nakayama and Takeuchi64 measured c ¼ 0:6
with DT ¼ 240 K. Recently, Wang et al.65 used a focused

ion beam to create nanopores in one region of suspended gra-

phene, causing the irradiated and pristine sections to have dif-

ferent kðTÞ trends near room temperature. Unexpectedly, the

reported measurement of c ¼ 0:26 for DT ¼ 35 K exceeds

the maximum rectification predicted by Eq. (3) by a factor of

3, warranting closer examination.

New junction diode theory: Interestingly, although meas-

urements of c¼ 0.2 were initially reported for a single mate-

rial with an asymmetric shape,66 further theoretical

investigations by Wang et al.67 showed that, in fact, rectifica-

tion should not occur in asymmetric single materials with

position-independent kðTÞ. Similarly, Go and Sen68 showed

that rectification is forbidden for steady state one-dimensional

heat flow if the thermal conductivity can be separated as

k T; xð Þ ¼ X xð ÞHðTÞ, where X xð Þ is a function which depends

only on position and HðTÞ is a function which depends only

on temperature. In the junction diode mechanism, the com-

posite bar’s thermal conductivity depends on (x,T) in a nonse-

parable manner, and rectification is observed. In another

recent theoretical advance, Herrera, Luo and Go69 numeri-

cally examined transient thermal transport in junction diodes,

and predicted that the transient rectification ratios can be even

larger than the steady-state values.

Phase transition junction diodes: Junction thermal diodes

utilizing the temperature dependence of k across phase transi-

tions have also been recently investigated. Both Zhang and

Lou70 and Cottrill and Strano71 constructed analytical models

to describe rectification in junction diodes where one material

undergoes a phase change. These models can be used to opti-

mize c by selecting the dimensions and the temperature range

of the diode. Experimental demonstrations of such phase-tran-

sition-exploiting junction diodes include a diode constructed of

a Nitinol shape memory alloy and graphite which displayed72

c ¼ 0:5 for DT ¼ 160 K, a diode made of gadolinium and sili-

con showed73 c ¼ 0:6 for DT ¼ 30 K, and a diode constructed

from a phase-change polymer PNIMAP and PDMS resulted

in74 c ¼ 0:5 for DT ¼ 20 K. Kobayashi et al.75 measured c
¼ 0.1 with small temperature differences of 2 K across an

oxide structural phase transition. Wang et al.76 developed a

foam-paraffin composite to utilize the solid-liquid phase transi-

tion of paraffin while maintaining mechanical stability. They

measured c ¼ 0:35 with DT ¼ 30 K for this paraffin compos-

ite and PMMA junction diode. Excitingly, Wang et al.76 also

used these junction thermal diodes to build a thermal diode

bridge which rectified an oscillating temperature profile (see

Sec. IV B for a related rectification application). Finally, asym-

metric VO2 nanobeams displayed77 c ¼ 0:3 for DT ¼ 1 K,

which was attributed to the existence of metal-insulator

domains along the length of the nanobeam.

3. Intercalation

Intercalating atoms between the atomic planes of layered

materials changes the bonding strength and microstructure.

Ex situ measurements indicate that permanent intercalation

affects the thermal conductivity,78,79 and recent in situ
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experiments80,81 have gone even further to show that electro-

chemistry can be used to reversibly switch k. Delithiating the

battery cathode material LiCoO2 decreased k by up to 40%,80

and the changes were reversible upon re-lithiation. The switch-

ing timescales were on the order of 1 hour, limited by the ion

diffusion time. It was also recently shown that intercalating Li

ions between black phosphorous layers81 decreases the thermal

conductivity in all three of the distinct crystallographic direc-

tions. For example, in the cross-plane direction, reversible

switching ratios of r ¼ 1.6 were demonstrated over 100 cycles.

4. Contact thermal switches and regulators

An efficient form of thermal switching, with some of the

highest demonstrated switching ratios, relies on the simple

mechanism of bringing materials in and out of contact.

Achieving the largest r requires reducing the parasitic heat

pathways in the off state due to convection or radiation, and

minimizing the thermal contact resistance at the conducting

interface in the on state by using polished surfaces, a thermal

interface material, and moderate to high contact pressures (at

least 10 kPa recommended to obtain r¼100).82,83 For exam-

ple, McKay and Wang84 used a bistable latching solenoid to

make and break thermal contact in their thermal switch circuit

discussed in Sec. IV B, and Wang et al.15 fabricated a silicon-

based contact switch integrated with a linear actuator to

achieve a measured r ¼ 27 (see also Sec. IV A). Westwood85

constructed a switch with an estimated r ¼ 2000 using a sili-

cone interface and 10 kPa contact pressures to increase the

on-state conductance Gon between two metals in contact, and

also reduced Goff by inserting a low-k aerogel between the

metals in the off state.

Utilizing liquids to make thermal contact at the interface

can overcome the need for high contact pressures in solid-

solid interfaces. A liquid metal droplet switch86 showed

r> 200 due to the high liquid metal k: This switch achieved

100 Hz switching frequencies, and was used in a MEMS pie-

zoelectric heat engine demonstration.87 Thermal switches

using dielectric fluid droplets88–90 have also been imple-

mented to obtain high Gon, though Goff was not reported.

Electrostatic actuation: Another technique to improve

thermal contact uses electrostatic forces to snap plates

together. These electrostatic switches have been used to con-

trol the heat flux reaching spacecraft radiators,91–93 but typi-

cally require large snap-in and snap-out voltages to overcome

stiction. Supino and Talghader94 achieved r¼ 2 using an elec-

trostatic MEMS thermal switch with an applied voltage of

26 V. Interestingly, since the electrostatic actuation time was

much shorter than the characteristic thermal time constants in

this application, pulse-width electrostatic modulation was

used to achieve continuous sweeping of the effective thermal

conductance Geff . Kim et al.95 built a MEMS electrostatic

thermal switch which used an applied voltage of 100 V to

snap suspended gold beams into contact with a hot source,

decreasing the thermal resistance to the heat sink. The switch-

ing ratio was r¼ 5–6, and the switching was shown to be

repeatable over> 200 cycles.

Nanoscale contact switching: The thermal conductivity

of boron nanoribbon bundles96 has been reversibly switched

by 20% by wetting the nanoribbons using different liquids,

which changes the bonding strength between nanoribbons.

Thermal switching ratios of 5 were achieved by “telescoping”

multi-wall carbon nanotubes.97 By cutting the outer nanotube

walls and pulling on the nanotube, the outer walls slide past

the rigid inner walls, reducing the pathways for heat transfer.

Thermal expansion regulators: A common example of a

thermal regulator utilizing temperature-dependent mechanical

contact is the thermal expansion valves in HVAC systems.

These valves use the thermal expansion of a gas or liquid to

control the cross-sectional area and resistance to fluid flow,

passively maintaining the temperature at an optimal setpoint.

Similarly, the expansion of paraffin waxes in the liquid state

has been used to create regulators98 with r ¼ 60 for applica-

tions such as thermal control of a Mars rover. Chapter 10 in

the Gilmore textbook99 includes several designs of paraffin

regulators that achieved r ¼ 100 at room temperature. Copic

and Hart100 combined paraffin and carbon nanotubes forest to

obtain large-stroke thermal switching actuators with a small

footprint. Thermal expansion of metal droplets upon melt-

ing101 has been used to create thermal regulators with esti-

mated r¼ 25. As an example of solid-state thermal expansion

regulators, a bimetallic disc scavenged from a commercial

thermostat has been used as a thermal regulator17 with

r ¼ 1.2 in air and r ¼ 1.8 in vacuum. Thermal diodes utilizing

the effects of asymmetric bimaterial thermal expansion have

also been developed, with measured c ¼ 0:07 in solid compo-

sites102 and c¼1 for a mercury-air interface.103

Very large r can be obtained if small gaps between

objects are pressed closed due to thermal expansion. To

achieve good thermal contact between objects for high Gon,

small gap sizes and high coefficient of thermal expansion

(CTE) materials are desirable; however, manufacturing costs

and cycling performance are concerns associated with small

gap sizes, and high-k and machinable metals typically do not

have large CTE. Innovative geometries and composite sys-

tems have been developed to address these problems. Guo

et al.104 reported that the thermal expansion of a flexible rod

bringing metal pieces into contact at room temperature yield

switching ratios r¼ 400, and Marland et al.105 reported

r> 1000 at T ¼ 230 K using high CTE polymers to open

and close a 100 l m gap between metal pieces.

At the nanoscale, Choe et al.106 recently demonstrated a

thin film VO2 nanogap thermal regulator with r ¼ 2–2:5.

The VO2 film expands when the temperature is increased

above the metal-insulator transition temperature TMIT , press-

ing together two polysilicon layers which are separated by a

nanogap. The nanogap was created by etching a 20 nm sacri-

ficial layer deposited between the poly-silicon. The switch-

ing was reversible over 100 cycles, and the fastest switching

speeds were estimated to be �1 ms.

Rather than using thermal expansion as the mechanism

for making/breaking thermal contact, Bulgren et al.107 used

the temperature dependent magnetization of permanent mag-

nets to reversibly actuate a thermally conducting disc. At

low T, the strong magnetic force keeps the disc thermally

coupled to the magnet, but at high T, the magnetization

decreases and springs pull the disc out of contact. Further

investigation of r for this mechanism would be of interest.
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Shape memory alloys: SMAs are promising thermal reg-

ulators due to the large mechanical deformation induced

when the SMA is heated above the solid-solid phase transi-

tion. Benafan et al.108 used SMA springs to create a

thermosiphon-based regulator with r¼ 4, and SMA springs

have also been used to regulate fluid flowrate and control the

convective heat transfer.109 SMAs have been combined with

bimetallic strips in a thermal diode demonstration.110 Tso

and Chao111 designed and fabricated a SMA spring-based

thermal diode with c> 90, showing that very large switching

and rectification can be achieved near room temperature

using SMAs.

5. Electrostatic control of electron thermal
conductivity

Electrons transport both charge and heat. The well-

known Wiedemann-Franz (WF) relation, which is strictly

applicable for elastic scattering in metals, relates the elec-

tronic conductivity (r) and the electronic contribution to

thermal conductivity ðkelÞ as kel ¼ rTL, where L is the Lorenz

number. For many metals, L is within 10% of the free electron

(or Sommerfeld) value112 L0 ¼ 2:44� 10�8 WXK�2.

Gating thermal conductivity: It would be quite appealing

to re-appropriate electronic transistor technologies such as

MOSFETs to control heat currents via electrostatic gating, as

illustrated in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). However, it turns out that

the phononic contribution to the thermal conductivity kph

often swamps the electronic contribution kel in the regime

where the electronic concentration n can be readily gated.

Figure 5(c) displays this fundamental tradeoff for bulk

materials.

For small n typical of moderately doped semiconduc-

tors, gating can effectively change kel by controlling the local

carrier concentration, but the total conductivity ktot ¼ kel

þkph is negligibly affected, because kph � kel. A typical

estimate of the minimum possible kph for a fully dense

amorphous material at room temperature ranges from

kph;min � 0.3–3 W m�1 K�1; for a specific material, kph;min

FIG. 5. A roadmap for electrostatic gating of the total thermal conductivity. (a) Since electrons carry both charge and heat, it is tempting to try to re-

appropriate electronic transistors to modulate the heat flow by gating the electron contribution kel. However, the phonon conductivity kph often dominates the

total thermal conductivity ktot in materials which can be electrically gated, overwhelming the variable kel. (b) Schematic of gating kel in a sample of thickness

d. Since the characteristic Thomas-Fermi screening length lTF sets the lengthscale over which kel can be electrically modified from the far-field value, lTF needs

to be comparable with d to appreciably impact the total heat flow Q. (c) Here, we investigate the opportunity for gatable ktot. Measured electronic conductivi-

ties r for various 3D materials307–316 are converted to kel using the Wiedemann-Franz law and plotted as a function of the carrier concentration n. (Several

materials are represented with multiple points, which correspond to different doping levels). Intrinsic and lightly doped semiconductors (n � 1017 cm�3:

bottom-left of plot) are readily gated since their lTF (estimated on the upper axis using silicon’s dielectric constant) are relatively large (>10 nm); unfortu-

nately, kel is still far too small compared with even an optimistic lower-bound estimate of the phonon conductivity kph;min� 0.3 Wm�1K�1. On the other hand,

metals (top-right of plot) have large kel � kph, but metals screen electric fields so efficiently that the applied voltages cannot appreciably change kel. These con-

flicting restrictions (shaded areas) prevent ktot from being tuned, though materials with high mobilities l (diagonal dotted lines) offer the best tradeoff between

high kel and low n. (d) A similar analysis for 2D materials and 2D electron gases. These appear more promising for tunable ktot due to their high l and the

weak screening of out-of-plane electric fields. Again, experimental measurements116,118,119,317–325 of r are converted to kel and plotted as a function of n. We

use the natural 2D units for kel and n to convert to more familiar 3D units, simply divide by the sample thickness. Though 3D metals are not effectively gated,

it is possible that n and ktot could be gated with large electric fields in recently fabricated metallic 2D materials such as Mo2C.118
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can be more accurately estimated using the model of Cahill,

Watson, and Pohl.113 For many single- or poly-crystalline

materials, kph can be up to several orders of magnitude

larger than kph;min; the purpose of using the optimistic (low)

value kph � kph;min here is to illustrate that if kel is already

much smaller than kph;min, gating ktot in the real material

would be quite challenging.

For large n found in heavily doped semiconductors or

metals, kel is a significant (or even dominant) portion of ktot;

however, the challenge now is that it is difficult to gate large

n. The depth of the gated channel, where n and thus kel are

substantially altered from their far-field bulk values, can be

estimated by the characteristic Thomas-Fermi screening

length ðlTFÞ.114 Representative values of lTF at 300 K are

given along the top axis of Fig. 5(c) assuming a free electron

dispersion relation and using the dielectric constant (�) of sil-

icon. For semiconductors n < 1020 cm�3ð Þ at room tempera-

ture, lTF reduces to the simpler Debye screening length

ld ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�kbT
e2n

q
, where � is the dielectric constant, kb is the

Boltzmann constant, and e is the electron charge. Note cru-

cially that ld is proportional to 1=
ffiffiffi
n
p

, indicating that free car-

riers are very effective in screening electric fields. Due to

this screening restriction, the maximum n for which signifi-

cant gating effects on ktot can occur in a channel at least

�2 nm thick is on the order of n � 1018 cm�3.

Considering these competing effects, the potential sweet

spot for seeking gatable ktot in 3D materials at 300 K lies in

the regime of low kph, moderate n, and large mobility l, as

indicated by the un-shaded regime in the upper-left of Fig.

5(c). It will be necessary to achieve r at the very least larger

than 1400 S/cm (q < 0:7 mX cmÞ to obtain kel > 1 W

m�1 K�1 (comparable to kph;min), yet with n no more than

�1018 cm�3 to maintain a channel of at least �2 nm thick-

ness. Interestingly, the requirements of high r and low kph at

intermediate n are also shared by thermoelectric materials,115

so some thermoelectric systems may be promising avenues

for electrostatic gating of k.

Recent developments in fabricating two-dimensional

(2D) materials with high r may open new opportunities for

gating kel, as illustrated in Fig. 5(d). 2D semimetals or semi-

conductors such as graphene and black phosphorene have

enticingly large mobilities, but also typically have large kph.

A different approach is to gate 2D metals, which compensate

for their small l with large n to achieve kel comparable to

the minimum kph. 2D systems also have a unique advantage

because their carriers are confined to the 2D plane, which

means they cannot efficiently screen electric fields applied in

the out-of-plane direction. Thus, the carrier concentration

even in metals can be controlled by electrostatic gating with-

out strong screening effects.116 Recently, high-r 2D metals

and semimetals such as Ti2Se,116 encapsulated NbSe2,
117 and

Mo2C118 have been fabricated, and metallic 2D electron

gases have been observed at oxide interfaces.119 The conclu-

sion of this analysis [Fig. 5(d)] is that ktot switching may be

possible in 2D materials, though large electric fields would

be required to make significant changes to n for 2D metals.

Another critical requirement will be to keep any parasitic

shunt heat transfer pathways through encapsulating layers

and substrates to an absolute minimum.

Wiedemann-Franz breakdown: Another avenue for gat-

ing ktot can be found in the regimes where the WF relation

breaks down. If the electrons carry much more heat than pre-

dicted by the WF law (L� L0), kel could be larger than kph,

even in the low r materials which are easily gated. One sig-

nificant breakdown of the WF law occurs when the carriers

are strongly interacting and the classic Fermi liquid (single-

electron) picture no longer accurately describes the trans-

port.120,121 Though many of the deviations from the WF law

occur at low temperatures,122,123 Wakeham et al.124 used

measurements of the thermal Hall effect to infer a large

L=L0 > 10 at room temperature in Li0.9Mo6O17. However,

Cohn et al.125 conducted additional transport measurements

for this material and proposed an alternative bipolar transport

model with L� L0.

Non-Fermi liquid behavior has been recently observed

in graphene at liquid nitrogen temperatures.126 When the

electron-electron scattering is strong, the carriers come to

their own local equilibrium and L� L0.121 Figure 6, repro-

duced from Crossno et al.,126 shows that kel of h-BN encased

graphene (measured using a novel Johnson noise thermome-

try technique127) can be switched by a factor of 5 using elec-

trostatic gating at 75 K. In this strongly interacting regime

near zero gate voltage (Dirac point), kel is much larger than

predicted by the WF relation (L=L0 � 22Þ, while at larger

gate voltages, the transport is well-described by the Fermi

liquid picture and the WF law holds. In addition, at higher

temperatures, the increased electron-phonon scattering rate

breaks the strongly interacting regime near zero gate voltage,

FIG. 6. Gating electronic thermal conductivity in graphene. The electronic

thermal conductivity kel in hBN-encapsulated graphene can be switched by a

factor of 4 at T¼ 75 K using electrostatic gating. The strong carrier interac-

tions in graphene cause kel to be much larger than the Wiedemann-Franz

(WF) law kel ¼ rTL0 near the charge-neutral (Dirac) point at zero gate volt-

age. The WF law becomes accurate for larger gate voltages and for

T>100 K (not shown). The phonon contribution to ktot was not measured but

may be significant at these temperatures, so from these results it is not yet

clear whether the total thermal conductivity is also significantly gatable.

Reproduced with permission from Crossno et al., Science 351, 1058 (2016).

Copyright 2016 AAAS.
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decreasing kel and reducing the efficiency of thermal switch-

ing. A previous study128 using resistance thermometry also

showed that kel of suspended graphene can be gated from

2–4 Wm�1 K�1 at 100 K. It must be noted that these exciting

studies126,128 only measured kel; so future work measuring

ktot as a function of gate voltage and temperature would be

very useful to understand the fundamental limits for thermal

switching using graphene.

6. Controlling phonon k with electric fields

Although phonon transport in most materials is unaf-

fected by electric fields (E), materials such as ferroelectrics,

which display a spontaneous electric polarization below the

Curie temperature, offer promise for tunable kph using E fields.

Domain walls: The ferroelectric domain wall density is

thought to impact phonon transport.129 In the absence of a

poling E field, large samples have domains with different

polarizations. By applying an E field, the domain wall den-

sity decreases as the dipoles align with the field. Room tem-

perature k switching by reconfiguring domain walls was

recently demonstrated130 in Pb(Zr,Ti)O3, resulting in an

�8% change in k with 475 kV/cm E fields and sub-second

switching times. The proposed mechanism envisions that the

domain walls scatter phonons in a manner analogous to grain

boundary scattering, so controlling the domain wall density

with an E field can switch kph:
Ferroelectric transitions: Ferroelectric phase transitions

involve atomic displacements. This atomic re-arrangement

near the phase transition can be influenced by E fields, as

indicated by heat capacity measurements, C Eð Þ:131 Though

field-dependent k measurements at high temperatures are

sparse, E fields of 4.2 kV/cm were used to increase kph by

20% in the ferroelectric material triglycine sulfate132 near

the phase transition at 48 �C. kðTÞ133 and CðTÞ131 measure-

ments indicate that BaTiO3 may be another promising candi-

date for achieving kphðEÞ.
Ferroelectric strain coupling with metals: If E fields

induce strain in a dielectric substrate, and that induced strain

affects the electrical conductivity of a metallic thin film, then

kel of the metallic film could be tuned. Though the thermal

conductivity was not measured, 20% r modulation in metal-

lic FeRh alloy films on ferroelectric substrates has been

observed134 using 1 kV/cm electric fields near the FeRh mag-

netic phase transition at 375 K. Using the WF relation, this r
modulation would correspond to a thermal conductivity

change of Dkel � 5 Wm�1 K�1.

7. Controlling k with magnetic fields

Thermomagnetic phenomena arise from the transport of

heat by charged particles in a magnetic field ðBÞ. The WF

relation still holds in the presence of B fields,135 so the kelðBÞ
tensor can in principle be determined from the dependence

of the r tensor and the thermoelectric tensors on the mag-

netic field B. Given the numerous tensorial quantities in

play, care must be taken to account for the various thermo-

electric and thermomagnetic phenomena when reconstruct-

ing the k tensor from electrical measurements.

Magnetoresistance: Though classical longitudinal and

transverse magnetoresistance models for bulk materials135 pre-

dict that the B field increases the electrical resistivity and

decreases kel, the magnitude of this effect is negligible (<1%)

for most metals at room temperature. For ferromagnetic

metals, the anisotropic magnetoresistance effect utilized in

magnetic read heads can change k by several percent.136

Interestingly, larger classical magnetoresistance effects have

been observed in semimetals such as bismuth which have atyp-

ical Fermi surfaces. Early B-dependent measurements of bis-

muth137 and bismuth-antimonide alloys138 measured k
switching ratios around r¼ 1.2 near room temperature. More

recent measurements of room temperature r have shown elec-

trical switching ratios up to 2.5 at 4 T in bismuth thin films139

and 2.5 at 9 T in single crystals of high- r NbP.140 (Here, and

throughout this review, we report the free-space magnetic field

B ¼ l0H, where l0 is the vacuum magnetic permeability.)

Further investigation of the maximum achievable k switching

ratios in these semimetals could be quite interesting.

Giant magnetoresistance (GMR) occurs when nanoscale

metallic ferromagnets are separated by thin nonmagnetic

metallic domains.141 The resistivity in both the cross-plane

and in-plane directions depends on the relative magnetiza-

tions of the ferromagnetic domains; if the magnetic moments

are anti-parallel, then the resistivity is high, while aligning

the moments with an external field decreases the resistivity.

In these metallic systems, the electrons dominate the heat

transfer, and magnetic switching of k has been demonstrated

both at cryogenic142–145 and room temperatures.20,146,147

Figure 7(a) shows an experimental setup used by Kimling

et al.20 to measure the cross-plane k of a Co/Cu multilayer.

Figure 7(b) shows that k switching ratios of r ¼ 2 can be

achieved with 0.2 T fields at room temperature. The in-plane

k of GMR multilayers also depends on the B field,146,147

with measured r¼ 1.2.

Though other forms of magnetoresistance have displayed

large r switching, for the purposes of k switching, it is essen-

tial to consider whether electrons or phonons carry the heat.

For example, tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR)148 occurs

when metallic ferromagnets are separated by nonmagnetic

insulating domains. Unlike in the GMR metal-metal systems,

the thermal transport at these TMR junctions is likely domi-

nated by phonons, since applying the interfacial form of the

WF relation149 to measured contact resistance values in Fe/

MgO/Fe interfaces148 yields electronic thermal boundary con-

ductances at least three orders of magnitude smaller than typi-

cal phonon boundary conductances.150 Likewise, the colossal

magnetoresistance (CMR)151–154 effect associated with the

paramagnetic-ferromagnetic phase transition in some oxides

can produce electronic switching ratios as large as 103 near

the phase transition. However, kph is often much larger than

the WF prediction for kel in these materials due to the small n.

Interestingly, Visser et al.155 reported a k switching ratio

around r ¼ 1.3 in CMR systems with low r, indicating that

the phonon transport may also be impacted by the B field near

the phase transition. Euler et al.156 also measured r¼ 1.2 near

the CMR phase transition and attributed the switching to a

combination of electron and phonon contributions.
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B field microstructure alignment: Magnetic forces can

change the microstructure of some materials, which is

another route to obtain kphðBÞ. One example is the magnetic

alignment of liquid crystals,157 which are assemblies of mol-

ecules with a preferred alignment in their low-temperature

nematic phase. Since heat is more efficiently carried along

the backbone of the molecule than between molecules, align-

ing the molecules increases k in the aligned direction and

reduces k in the perpendicular directions.158 Shin et al.159

achieved r¼ 1.5 by heating the liquid crystal to a high tem-

perature disordered state, applying a B field to align the mol-

ecules, and then cooling to the high-viscosity aligned state to

freeze in the orientation before removing the field. Sahraoui

et al.160 measured similar r using E fields to align polymer-

dispersed liquid crystals. In this measurement, the liquid

crystal recovered its isotropic orientation once the E field

was removed. Thermal devices such as concentrators161 and

diodes162 have been proposed using the dependence of k on

liquid crystal alignment.

Other low-dimensional materials with anisotropic mag-

netic susceptibilities such as nanotubes,163 graphene oxide,164

and graphene165 can also be oriented in aqueous suspensions

using B fields. Sun et al.166 showed that the thermal conduc-

tivity of suspended graphite flakes with attached magnetic

nanoparticles can be switched by a factor of 3 in 0.05 T fields,

though mild hysteresis was observed over 10 cycles.

8. Electrothermal coupling and feedback

Joule heating is a nonlinear coupling between the elec-

trical and thermal domains. If r depends on temperature

(or other external parameters), the heat dissipated via Joule

heating can be controlled, even though the thermal properties

themselves (e.g., k) are not varying. This electrothermal cou-

pling was recently utilized167 to passively prevent battery

thermal runaway. If the battery overheats, thermal expansion

breaks a percolation pathway, which increases the electrical

resistance and reduces the Joule heating. Transition-edge

bolometers168 use electrothermal feedback to quickly reset

the bolometer at the desired temperature after the electrical

resistance is perturbed by the absorption of light. The electro-

thermal coupling near the phase transition in a VO2 nanobeam

was also exploited169 to create a thermal Schmitt trigger,

where a small increase in the input temperature results in a

large increase in output temperature, due to the VO2 metal-

insulator transition and the electrothermal feedback.

B. Convection

The key engineering parameter in convection is the

average heat transfer coefficient h 	 Q=ðADTÞ; where A is

the surface area. h depends on the geometry, fluid properties,

flow velocity and state (laminar or turbulent), and whether

the fluid is driven by an external pressure gradient or induced

by buoyancy (forced vs. free convection), any of which rep-

resents a potential mechanism to control the heat transfer.

Switchable and nonlinear convection have been widely

investigated for many years. Clearly, highly efficient thermal

switching is regularly achieved using valves or pumps to con-

trol the fluid flowrates, and therefore h. From a fundamental

perspective, nonlinear convective heat transfer has also been

extensively studied because the coupling between the hydro-

dynamic and thermal domains leads to rich physics. Indeed,

Lorenz’s nonlinear model for natural convection led to the

discovery of chaotic behavior in deterministic systems.170

Our coverage of switchable and nonlinear heat convec-

tion here focuses on recent experimental demonstrations of

thermal rectification, thermal switching with thin gas gaps,

and heat flux control with electric and magnetic fields. In

addition, we illustrate several examples of mature thermal

diode and regulator technologies utilizing liquid-vapor phase

change in heat pipes.

1. Fluid thermal diodes

Natural convection: Consider a fluid which is confined

between two horizontal plates that are separated by a

FIG. 7. Magnetic control of thermal conductivity in giant magnetoresistance (GMR) Co/Cu multilayers. (a) Schematic of cross-plane thermal conductivity

measurement of Co/Cu multilayers. The transport properties depend on whether the magnetization (~MÞ of the alternating Co layers is parallel (P) or anti-

parallel (AP). (b) Applying an external magnetic field (B) aligns the layer magnetizations, which reduces the electron scattering rates and increases the cross-

plane k by a factor of 2. The direction of the triangles (left or right) indicates the direction of the B field sweep. Reprinted with permission from Kimling et al.
Phys. Rev. B 91, 144405 (2015). Copyright 2015 American Physical Society.
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distance L. Since this configuration has no free surfaces (i.e.,

no liquid-vapor interfaces), surface tension phenomena such

as the Marangoni effect do not come into play. Most fluids

have positive thermal expansion coefficients (b), so fluids in

a gravitational field (g) which are heated from below will

expand and rise. This bulk fluid motion results in efficient

heat transfer from the hot bottom plate to the cold top plate.

However, when this same fluid is heated from above while

the bottom plate is cold, the fluid is stable against natural

convection and the heat is transferred only by conduction, a

broken symmetry which results in rectification. The rectifica-

tion ratio increases with increasing Rayleigh numbers RaL, a

dimensionless group defined as RaL ¼ gbDTL3=a�, where L
is the confining fluid gap distance, a is the thermal diffusiv-

ity, and � is the kinematic viscosity. Using an experimental

correlation171 valid over the range 3� 105 < RaL < 7� 109,

and neglecting a weak dependence on the Prandtl number

Pr ¼ �=a, the predicted rectification is c � 0:07RaL
1=3. For

liquid water at room temperature with DT ¼ 50 K and

L¼1 cm, this correlation gives c � 7: In this RaL regime, c
increases linearly with L, so very large rectification (c > 100)

is accessible for large gaps ðL > 15 cm) and temperature dif-

ferences (DT ¼ 50 K).

From the RaL definition, we see that increasing the

material property figure of merit b=a� will increase c:
Interestingly, although gases have larger b, liquids have much

smaller a and �, and correspondingly much larger c can be

achieved using liquids (such as water or ethylene glycol) than

using gases.3 However, this natural convection mechanism

may be restricted to use in only specialized applications, since

c depends critically on the orientation with respect to gravity,

and relatively large temperature differences are required to

obtain high forward-mode h (for example, DT ¼ 50 K is

required to obtain h¼ 500 Wm�2 K�1 for water).

Heat pipes: Larger c with higher forward-mode conduc-

tances at smaller DT can be achieved using the liquid-vapor

phase change in heat pipe thermal diodes. Heat pipe diodes

are a relatively mature technology, and they have been devel-

oped for diverse applications ranging from temperature con-

trol of spacecraft sensors and electrical devices,172 thermal

energy storage,173 nighttime radiative cooling,174 and temper-

ature control of buildings for reduced energy consumption.175

In a large-scale infrastructure application, gravity-driven heat

pipe thermal diodes known as thermosiphons were installed

on the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System176 and the Qinghai-

Tibet Railway177 to prevent permafrost melting. Many differ-

ent heat pipe thermal diode designs with asymmetric shapes

have been demonstrated (including the liquid trap diode, the

liquid blockage diode, and the gas blockage diode), and these

designs have been discussed in textbooks.175,178

One example that provides a sense of heat pipe thermal

diode performance is the liquid trap diode developed by Groll

et al.179 This diode has an asymmetric shape, with a liquid trap

appended on one end of a traditional heat pipe. In the forward

mode, the end of the heat pipe with the liquid trap is heated,

the liquid in the liquid trap evaporates, and the thermal diode

functions as a typical heat pipe. When the other end of the heat

pipe is heated, however, the liquid condenses in the liquid trap

and cannot return to the hot section. Evaporation ceases, and

heat is carried only by conduction. This liquid-trap diode has a

large forward-mode conductance (Gfwd ¼ 13.8 W/K, in agree-

ment with an estimated evaporation heat transfer coefficient

h¼ 7000 Wm�2 K�1) and shows large rectification (c ¼ 310)

with a small temperature difference (DT ¼ 10 K). However,

like other heat pipe thermal diodes, the liquid-trap diode only

works for certain gravitational orientations, since the liquid

trap floods the main heat pipe if tilted.

Jumping droplets: The jumping droplet thermal

diode180,181 illustrated in Fig. 8 is a phase change convective

thermal diode which does not depend on the gravitational

orientation. The jumping droplet mechanism occurs when

multiple small droplets coalesce into a large droplet and use

the energy gained from reducing the surface area to jump off

a superhydrophobic surface.182

Figure 8(a) shows a schematic of the jumping droplet

thermal diode. In the forward mode, the vapor evaporated

from the hot superhydrophilic surface condenses on the cold

superhydrophobic surface. The liquid is efficiently returned

to the hot side by droplet jumping from the cold side. In the

reverse mode, droplet jumping does not occur on the cold

superhydrophilic surface, and fluid circulation in the diode

ceases. As a result, the heat is mainly transferred by conduc-

tion through the spacer, and the diode has a low Grev. As

shown in Fig. 8(b), Boreyko, Zhao, and Chen181 constructed

FIG. 8. Jumping droplet thermal diode. (a) In the forward mode, coalescing water droplets jump off the cold superhydrophobic surface to be later evaporated

at the hot superhydrophillic surface, leading to high conductance. In the reverse mode, droplets remain on the cold superhydrophillic surface, and the heat flux

is much smaller. The gap between the plates is 1.6 mm. (b) Experimental results showing a rectification ratio of c ¼ 23 with a fixed cold side temperature

Tc ¼ 25�C and pressure P ¼ 10 kPa. The rectification does not depend on the orientation with respect to gravity. From Appl. Phys. Lett. 99, 234105 (2011).

Copyright 2011 AIP Publishing LLC.
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a jumping droplet thermal diode with c ¼ 23, and showed

that there was no dependence on gravitational orientation.

Increasing the vapor temperature increased the rectification,

with measured values as large as c ¼ 150. Zhou et al.183

demonstrated a similar jumping droplet thermal diode with

c ¼ 5. They reported partial surface degradation after use,

which will be an important consideration in applications.

Tsukamoto et al.184 also utilized superhydrophobic and

hydrophilic surfaces in a thermal diode. However, instead of

using the jumping droplet mechanism to return the con-

densed water to the hot hydrophillic surface in the forward

mode, their MEMS device uses surface tension forces to pro-

pel the droplets back to the hot surface by wicking through

microchannels. This device achieved c ¼ 2 with very small

temperature differences ðDT¼1 �C).

2. Convection thermal regulators

Liquid-vapor phase change: The strong nonlinearities of

h during liquid-vapor phase change can be used for thermal

regulation. Here, we give only a few illustrative examples of

nonlinearities in pool boiling171 and refer the reader to the

phase change heat transfer literature for more details.185,186

Boiling heat transfer coefficients can increase by more

than a factor of 100 with only small (10 �C) increases in

superheat above the saturation temperature Tsat. The temper-

ature dependence of the heat flux q00 also evolves through the

phase change. In the crossover from laminar natural convec-

tion to nucleate boiling, for example, the temperature scaling

of q00 changes from ðDTÞ 5=4 to ðDTÞ 3. This strong hðTÞ
dependence could be used to regulate the temperature

5–10 �C above Tsat where the onset of nucleate boiling

occurs. Finally, and most dramatically, fluid dryout at the

critical heat flux (q00CHFÞ can even lead to negative differential

thermal resistance (NDR), in which q00 decreases as the con-

trolled DT increases until the heat flux reaches a minimum

value q00min at the Leidenfrost point. In Sec. IV C 3, we discuss

a circuit which could utilize this NDR in a thermal amplifier.

If the heat flux q00 is controlled instead of the temperature,

the boiling curve displays hysteresis (where DT at a given q00

value depends on the thermal history) and instability (where

large jumps in DT result from small changes in q00 near q00CHF

or q00min).

Variable conductance heat pipe (VCHP): The

VCHP99,175,187 is a widely studied thermal regulator. Figure

9(a) shows a gas-blockage VCHP, which has a low G at low

temperature and a high G at high temperature. The working

fluid vapor travelling from the evaporator towards the con-

denser sweeps the non-condensable gas (NCG) along with

the vapor, until the NCG is concentrated at the condenser

end of the heat pipe. The vapor then condenses and is

refluxed towards the evaporator using a wick. For a low

evaporator temperature (TevapÞ, there is relatively little work-

ing fluid vapor, so the NCG blankets the cold condensation

section at temperature Tcond and the effective heat transfer

area on the cold side is small. At higher temperatures, the

working fluid’s vapor pressure increases and the vapor com-

presses the NCG, increasing the effective area for condensa-

tion, and correspondingly G. The switching temperature can

be varied by controlling the amount of the NCG. In addition,

if an external temperature control unit is set around the gas

reservoir to control the NCG volume and pressure, the

VCHP can act as an active thermal switch.188 The gas block-

age VCHP has been used for temperature control in space-

craft188 and vehicle189 components.

Figure 9(b) compares experimental data from Leriche

et al.189 for an ordinary heat pipe and a VCHP. When the

temperature rise DT ¼ Tevap � Tcond reaches 50 �C (corre-

sponding to Tevap ¼ 80 �C) the VCHP switches to a high con-

ductance state, with switch ratios around 200. This sharp

change in the Q� DT curve means that the VHCP can regu-

late the temperature effectively. However, this VCHP did

not work for all gravitational inclinations, which was thought

to be due to the gravitational forces limiting the rate at which

the condenser liquid was wicked back to the evaporator.189

FIG. 9. Variable conductance heat pipe (VCHP) thermal regulator. (a) At low

evaporator section temperatures Tevap, a non-condensable gas (NCG) is swept

to the end of the heat pipe by the evaporating working fluid. The NCG blocks

the vapor from reaching the condenser region at Tcond where heat is removed,

leading to a small heat flow Q. The condensed fluid is wicked from the con-

denser back to the evaporator. As Tevap increases (at fixed Tcond), the working

fluid vapor pressure increases and further compresses the NCG, allowing for

large Q due to the increase in condensation surface area. (b) Experimental

data for a heat pipe and comparable VCHP thermal regulator, both using

water as the working fluid and with Tcond ¼ 30�C. The VCHP also includes a

charge of N2 as the NCG. Dotted lines are guides to the eye. This VCHP

shows a regulator switching ratio r � 200 around DT ¼ 50 K, which corre-

sponds to regulation of Tevap � 80 �C. Data from Ref. 189.
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3. Gas gap thermal switches

A gas gap thermal switch tunes the heat transfer by chang-

ing the pressure P of an encapsulated gas. Gas gap switches

operate in the boundary scattering (Knudsen flow) regime,

where the gas molecule mean free path K is set by the confin-

ing gap width d rather than by the intrinsic molecule-molecule

collisions. In this boundary scattering regime, k / P at fixed

temperature, since the volumetric heat capacity of the gas

scales linearly with the gas density. Gas gap switches do not

work at higher pressures or for larger gaps because in the

bulk regime where molecule-molecule scattering dominates,

K / P�1 and k becomes independent of P. Therefore, the

gas gap switch requires pressures Pcrit < 760 Torrð Þ KRP=dð Þ,
where KRP is the intrinsic mean free path in the gas at room

pressure. Since impractically small gaps of d < 100 nm would

be required for air at STP to be in the boundary scattering

regime, gas gap switches operate at lower pressures. Gas gap

switches with measured room temperature r> 500 have been

fabricated190 using helium under high vacuum ð5�10�7 Torr)

and ¼ 250 lm.

More recently,19 room-temperature switching ratios of

r ¼ 10 have been measured with d ¼ 20 mm using hydrogen

gas. Here, a thermal regulator was created by pulling a high

vacuum and controlling the hydrogen pressure via the

temperature-dependent hydrogen adsorption onto an adjacent

metal hydride. In another recent example, freeze-casted

polymer foams191 with small pore sizes of d¼ 20 lm showed

r> 10 using helium at 0.5 Torr and room temperature. From

an applications perspective, cryocoolers using gas gap

switches may cool down faster than traditional insulation

systems,192 since the large gas k in the bulk regime at high T
allows heat to be quickly removed from the cryocooler, until

the boundary scattering regime is reached at low T to provide

steady-state insulation.

4. Controlling fluid heat transfer with electric and
magnetic fields

This section supplements the recent review by Shahriari

et al.,5 which summarized the use of electric fields to control

boiling and condensation heat transfer rates.

Electrowetting: The contact angle (wettability) between

a droplet and a dielectric substrate can be changed with an

electric field.193 Cha et al.194 developed an electrowetting

thermal switch with two parallel plates and a liquid droplet

on the dielectric bottom plate. The droplet height depends on

the contact angle, so a DC voltage can switch between drop-

let contact and noncontact with the upper plate using the

electrowetting effect, showing r ¼ 2.4 for water droplets.

McLanahan et al.195 made a thermal switch using electro-

wetting to control the lateral droplet motion. In the on state,

heat is transferred by convection and conduction through a

glycerin droplet bridging two plates, while in the off state,

the droplet is shuttled aside using an electric field, and heat

is transferred only through the air gap. Switching ratios of

r ¼ 4 at ambient pressure and r ¼ 15 at 80 Pa were obtained.

Boiling control with E fields: Cho, Mizerak, and Wang196

showed that E fields can be used to enhance nucleate boiling

by attracting charged surfactants to the electrodes. The

adsorbed surfactants make the surface more hydrophobic, so

the E field enhances the bubble nucleation rate and increases

the boiling h. Similarly, if the E field repels the surfactants,

the nucleation rate decreases as the surfactants desorb, and

the boiling h decreases. Switch ratios as large as r¼ 10 were

measured using relatively small voltages (0.1 to 2 V) in boil-

ing of de-ionized water with sodium dodecyl sulfate surfac-

tants at superheats of DT ¼ 8 K. Images of the bubble

nucleation showed that the switching times were<1 s, and the

h measurements showed good repeatability.

Larger E fields can also be used to suppress the

Leidenfrost effect, in which liquid droplets are levitated by a

thin vapor film over the superheated substrate. If a voltage is

applied between the substrate and the liquid, then an electro-

static force pulls the liquid droplet into contact with the sub-

strate.197 Using measurements of the droplet vaporization

lifetime, Shahriari, Wurz, and Bahadur198 estimated that the

film boiling heat transfer rate of isopropyl alcohol super-

heated by 120 �C could be increased by a factor of 20 with

an applied voltage of 1 kV to break the Leidenfrost state.

Shahriari, Hermes, and Bahadur199 also showed that the

film-boiling heat flux from a hot metal sphere quenched in

isopropanol can be increased by a factor of 5 using a DC

bias of 2 kV.

E field effect on jumping droplets: The jumping droplet

mechanism utilized in the thermal diodes discussed in Sec.

III B 1 has also been used in thermal switches. After the

droplets jump off a superhydrophobic surface, the droplet

motion can be controlled with electric fields because

the droplets have a remnant surface charge.200 Miljkovic

et al.201 showed that applying electric fields of 75 V/cm can

enhance h in water condensation by a factor of 2. The E field

prevents the droplets from returning to the surface after they

have jumped off, which makes more room for new droplets

to condense, and results in larger condensation rates. In one

application of a jumping droplet thermal switch, Oh et al.202

used 200–300 V/cm E fields to direct jumping droplets

towards electronics hotspots, increasing the heat removal

rate by 20% compared with the no-field measurements.

Ferrofluids: Magnetic fields affect heat transfer in ferro-

fluids,203 which are fluids containing suspensions of nano-

scale magnetic particles such as magnetite. It is energetically

favorable for the magnetic moments of the particles to align

with the B field, but the average magnetization (M) decreases

at higher T due to the increased thermal fluctuations. This

MðTÞ dependence induces natural convection when magnetic

fields are applied, leading to measured switch ratios of

r¼ 2.204,205 Magnetic enhancements of forced convection

also have been reported,206 and B-field induced particle

agglomeration is another possible mechanism for increased

heat transfer.203,207–209 Applying non-uniform B fields to fer-

rofluids causes forced convection resulting from the mag-

netic body force, leading to r¼ 16 switching.210 In one

recent application, Puga et al.211 developed a ferrofluid ther-

mal switch with r¼ 2.6, investigated the frequency response

from 0.1 to 30 Hz and demonstrated that the switch could be

used to cool an LED (see also Sec. IV C 2).

Magnetorheological fluids: As compared with the ferro-

fluids, magnetorheological fluids (MRFs) have larger
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magnetic particles which do not remain suspended in solu-

tion. Cha et al.212 made a thermal switch using MRFs of

1–3 lm carbonyl iron particles dispersed in silicone oil. As

illustrated in Fig. 10(a), the MRF partially fills the chamber,

but in a B field, the MRF aligns in columns which bridge the

gap with high-k heat conduction pathways213 between hot

and cold plates. Figure 10(b) shows how the thermal conduc-

tance of the MRF can be switched between the on and off

states using a 0.1 Hz magnetic field. The MRF k switching

ratio was measured to be as large as 12, but the switching

ratios shown in Fig. 10(b) was reduced to r¼ 1.3 due to the

additional series resistance of heat dissipation from the cold

side of the switch to the ambient air.

Single-component fluids: The framework of magnetocon-

vection214,215 describes heat transfer in electrically conducting

fluids in the presence of external fields. Switching ratios of

r¼ 2 have been observed in natural convection216–218 or

forced convection219 of liquid metals with B fields up to 0.5

T. Controlling the heat transferred from a surface to an ion-

ized gas or an electrolyte using B fields would be appealing

for applications such as orbital re-entry or hypersonic

flows,215,220 but prohibitively large B fields are required to

achieve significant heat transfer modulation. Electric fields

have been shown to enhance convection in gases by up to a

factor of 5 using the “corona wind” effect,221,222 where large

electric fields ionize the gas and the Coulomb force repels the

charged electrons. Electrophoretic effects of electric fields on

free charges in gases and liquids also increase the heat transfer

rates, though the enhancement depends on a number of experi-

mental variables.221,223 Finally, natural convection augmenta-

tions as large as a factor of 3 have been reported in low- r
fluids,223,224 and it is also known that E or B fields can influ-

ence natural convection in ordered liquid crystals.225,226

C. Radiation

Thermal radiation is a broadband phenomenon, with

most of the heat at room temperature carried by photons in

the near infrared wavelengths. The spectral hemispherical

emissivity (ek) describes how well a surface emits over all

angles, compared with a blackbody emitting at the same

wavelength. The total emissivity �tot is obtained by integrat-

ing over all wavelengths, weighted by the Planck spectrum

at a given T.

In this section, we discuss how �tot (and closely associ-

ated properties such as the absorptivity, reflectivity, or trans-

missivity) depends on T, particularly near phase transitions.

We review photon diode mechanisms and emissivity switch-

ing with electric fields. The heat transferred between objects

depends on the geometrical view factors, which can be con-

trolled using louvers. Finally, we discuss recent experiments

showing that thermal radiation in the near field is highly

dependent on the distance between objects.

1. Thermal regulation using emissivity changes
across phase transitions

To construct radiative thermal regulators, materials

with highly temperature dependent optical properties are

required. Many materials have weakly temperature depen-

dent �totðTÞ, which can originate either from fundamentally

T-dependent ek (e.g., the Hagen-Rubens relation predicts

that ekðTÞ scales as T1=2 for metals227), or from the T-

dependent Planck distribution weighting (e.g., �totðTÞ of

Al2O3 decreases228 roughly as T�1=2 due to the increased

Planck weighting of the smaller ek for k < 2 lm at high T).

However, to achieve high switching ratios, more dramatic

changes in �tot are needed.

Metal-insulator transitions: The broadband emissivity

of vanadium dioxide229,230 changes across the metal-

insulator transition (MIT) at 68 �C, indicating that VO2

can be used as a thermal radiative regulator. The low-

temperature insulating state has a larger emissivity than the

high-temperature metallic state, with recently reported231–233

�tot switching ratios of r � 2–3 across the MIT. These large

changes in �tot have been utilized in temperature-tunable

FIG. 10. Thermal switching in magnetorheological fluids (MRF). (a) Concept of the MRF thermal switch. In the off state, an insulating layer of air impedes

heat transfer. Applying a magnetic field (B) causes the MRF to form parallel chains that provide effective heat transfer pathways through the 1 mm gap

between the hot and cold plates. (b) The temperature rise above ambient (measured on the hot side of the switch) as a function of time is shown for constant

heating at the top side of the switch with no magnetic field, in a DC field of 0.1 T, and in a square wave AC field of amplitude 0.1 T switched at 0.1 Hz. These

data correspond to a switching ratio r¼ 1.3 for the full device, while additional thermal conductivity measurements (not shown) without the parasitic series

thermal resistance of the cold-side heat sink indicate that the intrinsic switching ratio of this MRF switch can be as large as 12. From J. Appl. Phys. 107,

09B505 (2010). Copyright 2010 AIP Publishing LLC.
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infrared absorbers using VO2 thin films,234–236 and VO2 has

also been investigated as a coating to modulate the solar

transmittance through windows for building climate con-

trol.237 Ito et al.238 recently demonstrated that the near-field

radiative transport (see also Sec. III C 5) across a 370 nm gap

between VO2 and fused quartz also decreases as the VO2

temperature increases above TMIT. Other materials display-

ing metal-insulator transitions can also be thermal regulators;

for example, �tot of doped manganese oxides239,240 increases

by a factor of 3 as the temperature is increased from �50

toþ50 �C. In Sec. III C 2, we will discuss an implementation

of a thermal diode using the VO2 MIT.

Interestingly, since �tot dramatically decreases across the

phase transition, the total power radiated from VO2 is non-

monotonic, displaying negative differential thermal resis-

tance (NDR). This non-monotonic dependence of emitted

power on temperature difference has been utilized to demon-

strate thermal camouflaging,241 where VO2 films at different

temperatures emit the same radiative power.

Phase-change memory: In the visible wavelengths, the

different reflectivities of amorphous and crystalline phase-

change materials such as GST are utilized in data storage

applications. However, amorphous and crystalline GST also

have quite different properties in the near infrared wave-

lengths relevant for thermal radiation.242 For example, ek of

GST films on a metal substrate were switched243 by a factor

of 10 over the wavelength range of 8–14 lm, and similar

switching was also observed in the transmissivity over 1.4

–2 lm in a gold grating filled with germanium telluride.244

As a side note, the term “thermochromic” is sometimes

used to indicate T-dependent optical properties in the visible

(rather than infrared) wavelengths. Although there are many

thermochromic polymers and liquid crystals that are used for

temperature sensing,245,246 the broadband infrared properties

relevant for thermal emission are typically much less affected

by temperature.247 Likewise, though metamaterials displaying

temperature-dependent resonance or narrowband absorption

phenomena have also been developed,248,249 broadband phe-

nomena are required to switch �tot and affect the heat transfer.

2. Radiative thermal diodes

Fundamentals of photon rectification: The Lorentz reci-

procity relations250 state that in any optical system which is

linear and obeys time-reversal symmetry (TRS), the total

transmitted power is invariant under TRS, even though indi-

vidual modes may have asymmetric transmission. The sec-

ond law of thermodynamics provides additional constraints

on radiative diodes, stating that no rectification can be

observed in linear systems, even in the presence of magnetic

fields251 which break TRS. To achieve rectification, both a

nonlinearity (such as temperature dependent �tot) and an

asymmetry are required.55 The necessity for both nonlinear-

ity and asymmetry was illustrated experimentally by some

control measurements on a ballistic photon diode,56 which

observed no rectification when an asymmetric pyramidal

scatterer was placed between blackbody reservoirs. That

study also highlights the importance of paying close atten-

tion to experimental symmetries when exploring

rectification, since the other experiments56 were subse-

quently found to have a fundamental symmetry flaw252–254

which invalidated their attempts to demonstrate rectification.

Interestingly, �totðTÞ and an asymmetry are necessary,

but not sufficient, conditions for rectification. For example,

consider two diffuse parallel plates (1 and 2), each of which

have arbitrary spectral emissivity, �k;1 6¼ �k;2. Though the

spectral emissivities do not depend on T, the Planck weight-

ing still gives each plate ðiÞ a different temperature-

dependent �tot;iðTÞ ¼
Ð1

0
�k;iEb k; Tð Þdk=rT4, where Eb k; Tð Þ

is the Planck blackbody emissive power. Perhaps unexpect-

edly, however, it can be shown255 that no rectification occurs

in this scenario, even with the asymmetry and nonlinearity of

the two plates with different �tot;iðTÞ. Furthermore, Chen

et al.56 showed that rectification is, in fact, strictly forbidden

between any two surfaces with temperature-independent but

otherwise arbitrary �k, as long as any scattering phenomena

in the volume between the two surfaces are elastic.
However, if photons are scattered inelastically between the

two plates, rectification can occur, even if �k does not depend

on T. For example, if a thin, opaque, diffuse, black plate is

placed between plates 1 and 2 to inelastically absorb and re-

emit photons, rectification now becomes possible.3

Demonstration of a radiative diode: As shown in Fig.

11(a), Ito et al.256 fabricated a radiative diode consisting of a

VO2 film on a silicon wafer, exchanging radiation with quartz.

This diode utilizes the highly nonlinear emissivity of VO2

around the MIT, as discussed in Sec. III C 1. Figures 11(b)

and 11(c) show that this demonstration achieved rectification

ratios around 2 with DT ¼ 70 K. In addition, doping the VO2

with W decreased the MIT temperature TMIT by 25 K while

maintaining c. The rectification ratio is independent of DT
once the hot side temperature is increased above TMIT . From a

diode design perspective, it was desirable to use a high- � sec-

ond material such as quartz, since the total resistance to radia-

tion in the reverse mode should be dominated by the low � of

the metallic VO2. In addition to rectification, this demonstra-

tion also displays negative differential thermal resistance,

since the decrease in � across the MIT reduces the heat flux,

even though DT is increasing.

3. Electrochromic emissivity control

Electrochromic materials have optical properties which

depend on the electric field. To influence the radiative emis-

sion, broadband changes in �k over the infrared wavelengths

are required. Since solar energy lies mostly in the visible

wavelengths, changing the absorptivity or transmissivity in

the visible range can also modify the heat transfer if the

material is receiving solar irradiation.

Electrochromic chemical reactions: Commercial elec-

trochromic systems use reduction/oxidation (redox) pro-

cesses to modify the optical properties of electrochromic

solids or liquids.257,258 If a solid-state electrochromic mate-

rial such as WO3 is used, a voltage at the electrode drives

lithium cations from an electrolyte into the WO3. The result-

ing redox reactions in the WO3 cause large changes in

the broadband optical properties. Figure 12(a) shows trans-

mittance measurements259 from an electrochromic glass
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manufactured by the company Gesimat. This device uses

complimentary WO3 and Prussian Blue (ferrite ferrocyanide)

electrochromic films separated by a polymer electrolyte.

Changing the polarity of the applied DC voltage (0.5–2 V)

switches the integrated transmittance over the incident solar

irradiation by a factor of 9. The switching timescales in this

demonstration were around 10 min.

Similar reflectance switching ratios have been measured

using polymers in the near infrared,260 and redox processes

can also modify the reflectivity in the far infrared.261 Figure

12(b) shows reflectivity measurements of conducting poly-

mers by Topart and Hourquebie262 with r¼ 2.5 between 5

and 20 lm. Switch ratios of r ¼ 2 across the wavelength

band of 2–40 lm have also been reported in an all-solid state

electrochromic system.263

Liquid crystals: Ordered liquid crystals display birefrin-

gence, leading to optical phase shifts that depend on the liq-

uid crystal orientation.264 With the assistance of polarizing

filters, the total transmissivity can be switched by orienting

the liquid crystals;265,266 however, strong absorption losses

in the infrared267 coupled with polarization filtering losses

limits the achievable r. Polymer dispersed liquid crystals

have been used as broadband unpolarized infrared

switches,268 with r¼ 5 in the 2–5 lm range and r¼ 2 in the

8–14 lm range. The transient microstructure reorientation in

ferroelectric liquid crystals269 has also been used to decrease

the transmissivity by a factor of 2 in the 8–12 lm band, and

even larger switching ratios270 on the order of r¼ 10 have

been reported over 0.5–1.5 lm wavelengths.

Electrostatically tuned resonances: E fields can shift the

resonant absorption peaks in metamaterials or thin films,

though this has only a small effect on the heat transfer.

Electrostatic gating reduced the reflectance of graphene on a

thin silica film271 by 3% for k between 3 and 6 lm, and

increased �k of a patterned graphene resonator272 by 1% in

the mid-IR. Narrowband �kðEÞ has also been observed in

quantum well structures273,274 with photonic crystal pattern-

ing. A MEMS device275 displayed a 50% decrease in the

normal reflectivity at 6 lm, but the integrated reflectivity

between 5 and 10 lm only decreased by 5%. Likewise,

FIG. 12. Electrochromic control of transmissivity/reflectivity. (a) Metal

oxide electrochromic materials show broadband transmittance switching

between the bleached and colored states, achieving a switching ratio of r ¼
9 for the integrated transmittance from k ¼ 300–2500 nm. Therefore, the

total transmitted solar power Q can be efficiently switched by reversing the

polarity of the applied DC voltage, which is on the order of 0.5–2 V. The

electochromic device combines WO3 and Prussian Blue films for improved

switching performance. Data from Ref. 259. (b) Conducting polymers can

also show electrochromic performance in the far infrared wavelengths that

are important for room temperature thermal emission, with measured total

reflectivity switching ratios around r ¼ 2.5 when integrated from k ¼ 5–20

lm. Data from Ref. 262.

FIG. 11. Vanadium dioxide radiative diode. (a) The low-temperature insulat-

ing phase of VO2 has a high emissivity, while the high-temperature metallic

phase has a low emissivity. This temperature dependence leads to rectification

in the radiative heat transfer between a VO2 film and a quartz plate. The gap

size here is 1 mm. (b) Both undoped VO2 and W-doped VO2 display rectifica-

tion as the hot side temperature TH is increased above the critical phase tran-

sition temperature (Tc¼ 340 and 315 K, respectively). Negative differential

thermal resistance is also observed in the middle section of the reverse biased

curves, where the magnitude of the heat flux decreases with increasing tem-

perature difference (TH � TL). (c) Rectification ratios c as large as 2 are

obtained for this system, with a slightly sharper transition observed for the

undoped VO2. From Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 253503 (2014). Copyright 2014

AIP Publishing LLC.
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electrostatic control of the gap size in a MEMS plasmonic

structure276 caused a factor of 2 increase in the reflectivity at

1.6 lm, but only a 10% decrease in the integrated reflectivity

from 1 to 2 lm. Generally, it appears difficult to achieve

large r by controlling resonance phenomena due to the

broadband, hemispherical, and unpolarized nature of far-

field thermal radiation. Although narrow bandpass filters

placed in series could be used to emphasize the importance

of thermal radiation within the small wavelength range

which can be efficiently switched, this filter will dramatically

reduce the total radiative heat transfer, and parasitic conduc-

tion or convection pathways will become more important.

4. View factor switching

The radiative heat transfer between surfaces depends on

the view factor (F12), defined as the fraction of the total

energy leaving surface 1 which is intercepted by surface 2. By

controlling the view factors using mechanical actuation, the

heat transfer can be efficiently switched. A common imple-

mentation uses low-� metallic mechanical louvers21,99 cover-

ing a high-� emitter. When the louvers are closed, there is a

higher resistance to radiation, and the emitter cannot effi-

ciently dump the heat to the environment. Switching ratios of

r¼ 6 have been achieved in spacecraft applications.99

Thermal regulators can also be constructed by actuating the

louvers using a bimetallic switch, or using a shape-memory

alloy actuator to unfold a stowed radiator with a high �.277,278

5. Near field radiation

Thermal radiation is typically a far-field phenomena,

since the distance between radiating objects L is almost

always large compared with the thermal photon wavelengths

k . However, recent experiments near room temperature

reviewed by Song et al.279 have probed heat transfer in the

near-field, where L
 k. In this regime, evanescent electro-

magnetic waves tunnel between materials, increasing the heat

flux above the far-field blackbody limit. Since the tunneling

currents depend critically on L, near-field heat transfer can

lead to impressive switching. Recent room temperature meas-

urements280 showed r as large as 100–1000 for SiO2-SiO2

surfaces or Au-Au surfaces as the gap was reduced to

L< 100 nm. For larger values of L ¼ 3 lm, Elzouka and

Ndoa281 reported thermal rectifications of 10% at DT ¼ 150

K using the asymmetric thermal expansion of a MEMS struc-

ture to control L. Overall, for the purpose of thermal switch-

ing it is likely more practical (and effective282) to bring

materials fully in and out of contact (see Sec. III A 4) than to

rely on near field mechanisms, since it is difficult to maintain

and control such small yet finite L over macroscopic

distances.

Interestingly, theory predicts that near-field radiation

between semiconductors can be tuned with electric283 or

magnetic284 fields. Demonstrating this switching using exter-

nal fields would highlight the unique capabilities of near-

field radiation, since the heat conduction through interfaces

in contact is insensitive to external fields. Theory also pre-

dicts that near-field thermal diodes could be constructed

using materials which have temperature-dependent

electromagnetic resonances. Otey, Tung, and Fan285 first

proposed this concept and analyzed the rectification between

SiC polytypes, and Song et al.279 reviewed subsequent theo-

retical predictions of near-field thermal rectification. In a

similar exploitation of temperature-dependent properties, Ito

et al.238 recently demonstrated a near-field thermal regulator

which used the metal-insulator transition (MIT) of VO2 to

reduce the heat transfer across a gap of L ¼ 370 nm by a fac-

tor of 1.6.

IV. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS AND THERMAL
CIRCUITS

Now that we have examined the mechanisms of switch-

able and nonlinear heat transfer in great detail, we consider

several potential applications of thermal diodes, switches,

and regulators in simple thermal circuits. First, we examine

applications to solid-state refrigeration cycles. We then con-

sider energy scavenging schemes. Finally, we present eight

additional thermal circuits that can be implemented using

nonlinear and switchable thermal devices. These thermal cir-

cuits are directly analogous to commonly utilized electrical

circuits, and offer new thermal capabilities.

A. Solid state refrigeration using thermal diodes

Thermal diodes or thermal switches can be used to

implement both the adiabatic and isothermal portions of

solid state thermodynamic cycles at a single physical loca-

tion. Here, we examine a solid state refrigeration cycle in

detail to see why thermal diodes are useful in this applica-

tion, and to quantify the rectification ratios c required to

obtain good cycle performance. Though we focus here on an

electrocaloric refrigeration example,14–16,286 many of the

same principles will also apply to adiabatic demagnetization

refrigeration (magnetocaloric) cycles.4,13,287

Electrocaloric: Figure 13 summarizes an electrocaloric

(EC) Brayton refrigeration cycle described by the

temperature-entropy diagram in Fig. 13(a). Adiabatically

applying an electric field (E) during process 1! 2 increases

the EC temperature by the amount h (which can be as large as

�10 K in ferroelectric polymers,288 but is more typically

<1 K). Heat then flows from the EC material to the hot reser-

voir at Th (2! 3). After the E field is adiabatically removed

(3! 4) the EC temperature TEC decreases below the cold res-

ervoir temperature Tc, and finally (4! 1) heat flows from the

cold reservoir to the EC material to complete the cycle.

Clearly, if at any point in the cycle, heat can flow back from

the hot reservoir into the EC material, or from the EC material

into the cold reservoir, the cycle performance is degraded.

One way to block this undesirable heat flow, while still allow-

ing for strong thermal coupling to pump heat out of the cold

reservoir, is to use two thermal diodes. The thermal circuit

describing the EC system is shown in Fig. 13(b), where the

thermal capacitance of the EC material is Ct. Each diode is

reverse-biased for 3 of the 4 stages of the cycle: the hot-side

diode is only in the forward mode during (2! 3) when heat

flows from TEC to Th, and the cold-side diode is only in the

forward mode during (4! 1) when heat flows from Tc to
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TEC. At all other times, the diodes block heat from flowing

back into the refrigerator.

Thermal switches are also used to mimic thermal diode

behavior during the different stages of the cycle; in fact, all

experimental implementations of EC cycles that we are

aware of have utilized contact thermal switches, since solid

state thermal diodes are less common than contact switches.

We present this new implementation because using passive

thermal diodes rather than active switches could substan-

tially reduce the system complexities associated with active

thermal switching, and the performance of the diode circuit

and switch circuit for refrigeration will be identical if the

diode’s forward/reverse conductances are equal to the

switch’s on/off conductances.

Following the analysis of Smullin, Wang and

Schwartz,286 and making the experimentally reasonable

assumptions that h=Tc 
 1 and that the cycle time is on the

order of the thermal RC time constant Ct=Gfwd, we have cal-

culated the net cycle cooling capacity Q as a function of the

temperature lift ðTh � TcÞ for different rectification ratios c.

Figure 13(c) shows these dimensionless Q vs. Th � Tcð Þ
curves for several values of c. If large temperature lifts are

desired, high c are needed to prevent the heat leakage from

the hot to the cold reservoirs. This need for high c was also

observed in calculations of the cycle coefficient of perfor-

mance (COP) for large ðTh � TcÞ by Epstein and Malloy.289

Fortunately, for smaller temperature lifts, the heat leakage

from hot to cold reservoirs is not as severe, and good cool-

ing performance can be obtained with only modest c: For

example, if Th � Tcð Þ ¼ 0:4h, diodes with c ¼ 5 would sus-

tain a dimensionless Q that is half as large as the c!1
limit. The model is compared with experiments15 using

contact thermal switches with an effective c ¼ 12. These

experiments were performed for two estimated values of h,

obtained by changing the E field. The agreement between

theory and experiment in Fig. 13(c) is reasonably good with

no free fitting parameters.

Recently, Ma et al.16 demonstrated a flexible electro-

caloric cooling device which electrostatically shuttles an EC

polymer between the hot and cold reservoirs using

E� 60 MV/m (�900 V across a 15 lm dielectric). The added

complexities of mechanical contact thermal switches are

avoided because the EC polymer acts as both the electro-

static thermal switches and the EC material (typical

h ¼ 3:6 K for E ¼ 66 MV/m). The reported switching

times was 30 ms, and the device showed repeatable thermal

performance over 30 000 cycles while reporting a relatively

large Q and 6% COP relative to Carnot for DT ¼ 1:4 K. Ma

et al.16 also showed that this device can quickly cool

an overheated lithium ion battery. Future work to decrease

the operating voltage while maintaining the performance

and repeatable switching could be quite exciting for

applications.

Thermoelectric: In a related application, a thermal

diode has been used to implement a switched thermoelectric

refrigeration cycle.290 This switched cycle has the potential

to reduce power consumption and increase cooling COP

compared with standard steady-state performance. During

the portion of the cycle when the thermoelectric module is

operating, the diode is in the forward mode to obtain high

cooling capacity. When the module is turned off, the diode

is in reverse mode to block the heat from leaking into

the cold refrigerator. The ability to block parasitic leakage

when the thermoelectric is not operating reduces the

FIG. 13. Solid-state refrigeration using thermal diodes. (a) Temperature vs. entropy diagram for an electrocaloric (EC) Brayton refrigeration cycle. In process

(1!2), adiabatically applying an electric field E increases the EC material temperature TEC by an amount h above the cold reservoir temperature Tc . During

(2!3), heat flows from the EC material to the hot reservoir at Th. Removing the E field in (3!4) cools the electrocaloric material below Tc, and in (4!1) heat

is extracted from the cold reservoir, providing the desired refrigeration effect. (b) In a physical implementation (top) and a thermal circuit (bottom) of this EC

cycle, thermal diodes allow for strong heat transfer when transferring heat from the cold reservoir into the EC thermal mass [process (4!1) of (a)], and simi-

larly from the EC mass to the hot reservoir [process (2!3)], while blocking undesirable heat leakages back into the cold reservoir during the other phases of

the cycle. (c) The thermal diode rectification ratio c dictates the performance of this refrigeration cycle. Calculations (lines, following Smullin et al.286) show

that large c enhances both the net cooling capacity Q and temperature lift (Th � Tc), while small c allows heat leakage that degrades performance.

Experimental results15 are also shown for a BaTiO3 EC thin film with an estimated h ¼ 0:25 �C (blue points) and h ¼ 0:45 �C (magenta points) in a thermal

circuit using contact thermal switches with an effective c ¼ 12 and Gon ¼ 0:35 W/K. The experimental data show the expected tradeoff between Q and (Th

� TcÞ, and the magnitude of the dimensionless Q agrees fairly well with the modeling predictions using no free parameters.
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required power consumption to maintain a given Tc without

sacrificing the cooling performance when the thermoelectric

is activated.

Finally, thermal switches have also been proposed291

for use in supercooled pulsed thermoelectric cycles.292 The

thermal switch would make contact between the refrigerated

space and the thermoelectric module when the electrical

current is pulsed and the Peltier cooling is strong. The

switch then breaks thermal contact before the detrimental

Joule heat diffuses through the thermoelectric to reach the

refrigerator.

B. Waste heat scavenging using switchable
and nonlinear thermal devices

In this section, we highlight three different thermal cir-

cuits which have been developed to improve the perfor-

mance of thermal energy scavenging systems. Though each

circuit utilizes different components, a similar underlying

concept drives all of the circuit designs: the Carnot efficiency

gc ¼ ðTh � TcÞ=Th ¼ DT=Th increases linearly with DT for

small temperature differences. This increased gc at larger DT
incentivizes the use of switchable or nonlinear thermal devi-

ces to store the heat in a thermal capacitor for some period

of time, rather than letting the heat directly flow through the

heat engine at all times. As compared with steady-state gen-

eration from the same thermal reservoirs and heat engine,

such strategies can result in a transiently larger DT which

yields a higher gc when the heat is finally allowed to flow.

Though increasing DT is always thermodynamically

advantageous, we focus here on thermoelectric293 or thermo-

galvanic294 waste heat scavenging engines, for which the hot-

side heat flow Qh is linearly proportional to DT and an effec-

tive thermal resistance Rt ¼ DT=Qh can be defined.295,296

Thus, in the small-DT regime relevant for waste heat scaveng-

ing, the Carnot output power Pout ¼ gcQh of these devices

scales as ðDTÞ2 . This strong scaling was recently used to

demonstrate that periodic heating improves the thermoelectric

conversion efficiency when compared with steady-state heat-

ing with the same Tavg, due to the larger time-averaged ðDTÞ2
in the AC heating scenario.297 We now present three experi-

mentally demonstrated thermal circuits that use switchable or

nonlinear components to transiently increase DT in waste heat

scavenging systems.

Thermal switch scavenging circuit: Figure 14 shows an

energy scavenging scheme using thermal switches. McKay

and Wang84 performed analysis and experiments on several

different scavenging schemes using periodic heating and

thermal switches; here, we consider only the simplest of their

circuits, which is shown in Fig. 14(a). In the steady periodic

(long time) limit, the constant heat input Qh charges a ther-

mal capacitor of capacitance Ct when the switch is thrown

open at t ¼ 0. When the switch is closed at time t ¼ to the

capacitor discharges through the heat engine for a time tc
until the switch is opened again at t ¼ ðto þ tcÞ to restart the

cycle. The ideal heat engine considered here has a thermal

resistance Rt and a Carnot efficiency gc. The goal is to maxi-

mize the average output power Pout and therefore the average

Carnot cycle efficiency gch i for a fixed Qh and ground tem-

perature Tg.

Figure 14(b) shows the switch state, the hot temperature

Th, and Pout as functions of time. The dotted lines represent

the steady-state values with no switching. Adding the switch

increases Th above the steady-state value, and increases the

cycle-average Pout due to the larger Carnot efficiency at

higher Th. Figure 14(c) illustrates the expected effect of ther-

mal switching on the efficiency of a Carnot engine. McKay

and Wang84 measured the temperatures across a thermal

resistor in series with a contact thermal switch. The cycle-

averaged Carnot efficiency gch i was calculated based on the

measured temperatures for different dimensionless switch

closed times tc=RtCt. In these experiments, the dimensionless

heat flow QhRt=Tg ¼ 0:01 was fixed, and the switch duty

FIG. 14. Energy scavenging using a thermal switch. (a) Thermal circuit for a switched heat engine. For this ideal condition of a constant hot-side heat input Qh

and a Carnot heat engine of thermal resistance Rt, adding a thermal capacitor and periodically switching a thermal switch can increase the time-averaged Th,

enhancing the conversion efficiency above the “no switch” value. (b) Schematics of the steady-periodic response. While the switch is open (for a time to), Th

linearly ramps up as the capacitor charges, but there is no heat flow through the heat engine and therefore no power output Pout. While the switch is closed (tc),

the capacitor discharges through the heat engine, and the higher temperature differences lead to larger Carnot efficiencies and Pout. (c) McKay and Wang84

measured the temperatures Th and Tg in this thermal circuit using a contact thermal switch and passive Rt and calculated the expected cycle averaged Carnot

efficiency gch i based on their experimental temperatures. Their results indicate that gch i can be dramatically boosted above the value with no thermal switch

(dashed line), particularly for small dimensionless switch closed times tc=RtCt. At steady state, similar enhancements in gc would also be possible by using a

larger Rt (not shown, see main text).
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cycle tc=ðto þ tcÞ was varied to maintain a fixed maximum

temperature Tmax ¼ 1:25 Tg. The maximum calculated effi-

ciency obtained was gch i � 1� ðTg=TmaxÞ ¼ 0:2; which is

more than a factor of 20 improvement over the no-switch

efficiency gNSh i ¼ 0:01.

Although this startling improvement in the Carnot effi-

ciency is exciting, it should also be noted that in real applica-

tions, the efficiency would be limited either by heat leakage

from the thermal capacitor, or more fundamentally by the

breakdown of the constant Qh input assumption. Also, if a

source of constant Qh regardless of Th were truly available,

similarly large increases in gc could also be obtained at

steady-state by scaling the heat engine to have a larger Rt,

since for Rt � Tg=Qh it is readily shown that gc ! 1 . The

advantage of this switched circuit approach is that when the

constant Qh assumption is reasonable and a heat engine with

a small Rt is desirable (or readily available), enhanced per-

formance can be obtained by simply controlling the switch

duty cycle.

Thermal regulator scavenging circuit: A conceptually

similar scavenging scheme (not shown) can be implemented

using a thermal regulator instead of a thermal switch in the

circuit of Fig. 14(a). If the thermal regulator displays nega-

tive differential resistance (NDR; see also Sec. IV C 3), the

hot-side temperature Th will oscillate around the regulator’s

critical temperature Tc even with a DC hot-side heat input

Qh: The regulator needs to have a high thermal resistance

(Roff Þ at low temperatures when the thermal capacitor (CtÞ is

charging. At temperatures above Tc, the regulator has a low

resistance (RonÞ; and the higher-grade heat in the capacitor

discharges through the heat engine (RtÞ to the ground tem-

perature Tg. Once the capacitor cools back below Tc; the

cycle resets as the regulator switches to the high-resistance

state and the thermal capacitor begins charging again.

Thermal switches can also mimic this regulator behavior,

since the switch circuit of Fig. 14(a) is functionally identical

to the regulator circuit if the switch duty cycle is chosen to

achieve Tmax ¼ Tc. Though we have described here the cir-

cuit behavior for NDR regulators (or switches mimicking

regulators), we also note that regulators which do not display

NDR also can be used to hold Th near Tc.

Regulating the hot side temperature near Tc leads to an

increase in efficiency only for small heat flows ðQh < ðTc

�TgÞ=RtÞ; for larger Qh, the steady-state temperature drop

across the engine is large enough that the regulator is always

in the low-resistance state, and there is no benefit to using

this thermal regulator; instead, a regulator with higher Tc

should be selected. As in the thermal switch case considered

above, it will also be important to consider parasitic heat

losses and the breakdown of the constant Qh assumption in

real applications. Experimentally, Gou et al.298 and McCarty

et al.299 have shown modest (20%) increases in efficiency

for thermoelectric generation systems using contact thermal

switches to mimic this thermal regulator circuit (i.e., select-

ing the on/off switch timing based on the measured tempera-

ture, rather than switching based on a predetermined duty

cycle).

Thermal diode scavenging circuit: Figure 15 shows an

example of using thermal diodes in a “temperature doubler”

thermal circuit for energy scavenging. The temperature dou-

bler is analogous to a voltage doubler circuit in the electrical

domain. In the temperature doubler, the input is an AC tem-

perature and the output is a (nearly) DC temperature differ-

ence with twice the magnitude of the AC input’s amplitude.

Although this example uses an input AC temperature, the

circuit’s functionality is similar for an AC heat flux boundary

condition.

Figure 15(a) shows the thermal circuit for a temperature

doubler proposed for solar-thermal energy harvesting. The

input AC temperature Tplate is the temperature of an energy

collector plate exposed to the sky; the plate is hot during the

day and cold at night. The purpose of the diodes is to block

heat from flowing between the plate and the thermal masses

at T1 and T2, except during the charging portion of the cycle

when Tplate >T1 and the reset portion of the cycle when

Tplate < T2. During the remainder of the cycle, both diodes

are reverse-biased. Throughout all phases of the cycle, heat

flows from the hot mass at T1 to the cold mass at T2 through

the heat engine to produce power. Figure 15(b) shows a com-

parison energy scavenging cycle without thermal diodes or

capacitors that directly drives the heat engine from the tem-

perature difference between Tplate and the constant ground

temperature Tg.

In a recent demonstration of the temperature doubler,85

contact thermal switches and additional insulation were used

to mimic thermal diodes, with estimated rectification ratios

c � 2000. Aluminum blocks were used as thermal capaci-

tors, and a thermoelectric generator was used as the heat

engine. Figure 15(c) shows the experimentally measured

temperature profiles as a function of time for the temperature

doubler. Throughout the entire oscillating Tplate cycle, the

quasi-steady T1 is nearly as large as the maximum value of

Tplate; while simultaneously maintaining a quasi-steady T2

nearly as small as the minimum value of Tplate. Analytical

models300 of this temperature doubler were in good agree-

ment with the experiments. Figure 15(d) shows the measured

power output for the temperature doubler and the compari-

son case. Since the temperature doubler increases the aver-

age temperature difference across the thermoelectric by

approximately a factor of 2, the average power output

increases by approximately a factor of 4, in accordance with

the expected Pout / DTð Þ2 scaling of thermoelectric engines

mentioned above. This experiment was driven by a nearly

perfect Tplate tð Þ source with negligible output impedance.

The performance in a real application such as solar-thermal

scavenging would also be impacted by the finite output

impedance of the source, which would limit the maximum Q
that can be provided during the diode on-state unless

RSourceOutput 
 G�1
Diode;on:

C. Analogous thermal and electrical circuits

Many useful electrical circuits can be immediately trans-

lated into the thermal domain if all of the necessary electrical

components have thermal analogies. In this section, we sur-

vey a selection of circuits which have been developed for the

electrical domain and consist exclusively of components

with thermal analogs (diodes, regulators, switches, resistors,
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and grounded capacitors) and can therefore be implemented

in the thermal domain. We discuss the circuit behavior and

performance metrics for each circuit below, with references

to the previous descriptions of their electrical counterparts.

Our naming convention also adapts the established terminol-

ogy from the electrical domain.

1. Thermal diode application circuits

Thermal peak detector: In Fig. 16(a), a simple peak

detector circuit301 maintains the temperature of a thermal

mass (CtÞ at the peak temperature Tpeak reached by the fluc-

tuating ambient temperature Tamb. When Tamb falls below

Tpeak, the diode is in reverse-mode, and the capacitor tempera-

ture ideally remains constant until Tamb increases above Tpeak

and the diode switches back into forward-mode. The upper

limit of the detector bandwidth is inversely proportional to the

forward-mode diode time constant sfwd ¼ RfwdCt , and the

peak temperature hold time is set by the reverse-mode time

constant srev ¼ RrevCt. Thermal peak detectors could be

useful for ex-situ failure studies, since the maximum tempera-

ture is stored for later analysis. Peak detector circuits can also

capture thermal energy to later use when demand is high.

For example, a peak detector could store the heat from mid-

day until the thermal energy discharges later at night, as in

Fig. 15(a).

A similar circuit called an envelope detector302 (not

shown) can be constructed by adding a grounded resistor

Renv in parallel with Ct in the peak detector circuit, allowing

the heat to leak out of the capacitor over a timescale RenvCt.

In the electrical domain, envelope detectors are used to

demodulate AM signals, recovering the slowly-varying enve-

lope signal and discarding the high-frequency carrier signal.

In the thermal domain, the envelope detector could be used

to track the time-varying amplitude of periodic thermal

waveforms.

Thermal load shifter: In Fig. 16(b), a steady-state load

shifter303 controls the relative amount of heat flowing from

two reservoirs at T1 and T2. For example, the amount of

heat flowing from reservoir 2 ðQ2Þ through a grounded load

FIG. 15. Temperature doubler for energy harvesting of a periodic heat resource. (a) In a temperature doubler circuit, thermal diodes and capacitors rectify an

AC temperature profile TplateðtÞ to a quasi-DC temperature difference T1 � T2, driving a heat engine of thermal resistance Rt and efficiency g. As a motivating

example of such an AC temperature profile, an energy collecting plate exposed to the open sky has a Tplate that oscillates due to the diurnal temperature cycle.

(b) The temperature doubler can be compared with a “no-diode” implementation where the heat engine is directly connected between the oscillating Tplate and

the physical ground temperature Tg. (c) Measured temperature profiles for the temperature doubler scheme in a benchtop experiment using a sinusoidal Tplate.

The thermal diodes are mimicked using contact thermal switches with estimated rectification ratios c � 2000. In the long-time (steady periodic) response

shown here, the temperature doubler maintains a nearly constant temperature difference T1 � T2 (red � blue), even as Tplate (purple) oscillates. (d) Measured

electrical power output Pout from a thermoelectric generator heat engine as a function of time for the temperature doubler (top curves) and the no-diode com-

parison (bottom curves) configurations, both using the same TplateðtÞ and Tg. The average power output (dashed lines) is a factor of 4 larger for the temperature

doubler than the no-diode comparison, reflecting the Pout / DTð Þ2 scaling of thermoelectric heat engines for small DT. Data from Ref. 85.
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resistor R can be controlled by tuning T1 at fixed T2. When

Tg < T1 
 T2, diode 2 is in forward mode and Q2 is inde-

pendent of T1, since diode 1 is in reverse mode. However,

as T1 increases above T2, diode 2 switches to reverse mode,

Q2 abruptly decreases, and Q1 increases as diode 1 switches

to forward mode. Using better thermal diodes leads to a

sharper transition near T1 ¼ T2 and to improved load shift-

ing capabilities, since it can be shown that the crossover

breadth DTb scales as ðT2 � TgÞ � ðRfwd=RÞ, and the load

shifting ratio Q2;max=Q2;min scales as Rrev=R as long as

Rfwd=R is small.

Thermal DC restorer: To understand the DC restorer302

shown in Fig. 16(c), first consider the same series RC circuit

without the thermal diode. If heat is periodically added and

removed at the node labeled Trest, that nodal temperature will

oscillate symmetrically above and below the ground temper-

ature Tg. The effect of adding the thermal diode as shown is

to yield a new Trest with the same phase and amplitude of the

thermal waveform as in the “no-diode” comparison, but to

keep Trest from dropping below Tg. The thermal diode effec-

tively adds a DC offset temperature to the waveform. To

achieve restoration, the oscillation frequency x must be sub-

stantially greater than 1=srev¼ 1/RrevCt to prevent leakage

through the reverse-based diode, and Rrev=R needs to be well

above than 1 to avoid attenuating the temperature rise. Such

a DC restorer circuit might be used to prevent the working

fluids in spacecraft or vehicle thermal management systems

from freezing when exposed to an oscillating hot and cold

environment if a suitable Tg reservoir inside the spacecraft is

available.

2. Thermal switch application circuits

Besides the most obvious application of thermal

switches for active thermal management systems, Fig. 17

shows two examples of thermal circuits which use time-

periodic thermal switching for tunable thermal control.

Switched-capacitor thermal resistor: The cycle shown

in Fig. 17(a) is used to create a tunable effective thermal

resistance Reff which depends on the switching frequency.304

During the charging portion of the cycle, the cold thermal

capacitor (initially at Tc) is connected to the hot reservoir

(switch S1 closed, S2 open). Assuming the capacitor fully

thermalizes with the hot reservoir, then the energy trans-

ferred into the capacitor is E ¼ Ct Th � Tcð Þ: Similarly, dur-

ing the discharging portion of the cycle (S1 open, S2 closed),

that same amount of energy is dumped to the cold reservoir.

The cycle then repeats with a frequency f . The effective heat

transfer rate is thus simply Qeff ¼ Ef ¼ Ctf Th � Tcð Þ.
Therefore, the effective thermal resistance Reff ¼ Th � Tcð Þ=
Qeff ¼ 1=Ctf can be tuned by changing the switch frequency.

The cycle frequency should be high enough that the heat

cannot leak out of the capacitor (f > 1/Roff Ct), but small

enough that the capacitor has time to charge and discharge

(f < 1=RonCtÞ .
Puga et al.211 recently demonstrated a switched-

capacitor resistor in the thermal domain using a magnetic

nanofluid thermal switch. Applying (removing) a magnetic

field causes the nanofluid to make (break) contact with the

heat sink, leading to thermal switching. They found that

increasing the switching frequency from f ¼0.1 to 30 Hz

decreased Reff by a factor of 2.5. However, more compli-

cated thermal modeling beyond the lumped-capacitance

analysis discussed here was required for that demonstration,

since the cycle period 1=f was fast compared with the ther-

mal diffusion time through the nanofluid, and convective

heat transfer in the ferrofluid was also important.

Thermal switching mixer: Figure 17(b) shows a thermal

mixer,305 which uses periodic thermal switching to effec-

tively utilize thermal energy from a high-frequency thermal

source. If the thermal switch S1 is always closed, the thermal

resistor R and capacitor Ct act as a standard low-pass filter

to attenuate the oscillating input temperature Ti. For oscilla-

tion frequencies f � 1=RCt, the output temperature To is

damped by a factor of ð1=fRCtÞ compared with Ti: This

damping can sometimes be desirable to reduce thermal fluc-

tuations at the output, but in other cases, we may want to har-

ness the thermal energy from Ti to provide DC heating or

cooling at some other To. This can be accomplished using a

thermal switching mixer. If S1 is switched between Ron and

Roff at the same frequency as Ti (and with the same phase),

then the thermal switch acts as a half-wave rectifier, and the

temperature at the switch-resistor junction Ts has a DC offset

which is proportional to the amplitude of Ti. This DC com-

ponent of Ts easily passes through the thermal RC filter to

appear at To. If S1 is switched at the same frequency but with

FIG. 16. Thermal diode application circuits. Electrical circuits which use diodes, resistors, and grounded capacitors can be directly translated and implemented

in the thermal domain. (a) A thermal peak detector uses a thermal diode and capacitor to store the peak temperature Tpeak reached by the fluctuating ambient

temperature Tamb. (b) (Left) A load shifter uses a common junction between thermal diodes to shift the relative amount of heat Q flowing from reservoirs 1 and

2 as the temperatures T1 and T2 are varied. (right) For example, when T2 is held constant, small changes in T1 near T1 ¼ T2 cause large changes in Q1 and Q2.

(c) A DC restorer ensures that a fluctuating heat source adding or removing heat never causes the restored temperature Trest to be colder than the ground tem-

perature Tg. This Trest has the same amplitude and phase as a similar thermal circuit without a diode (“no diode comparison”).
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a relative phase / to the sinusoidal input temperature

Ti ¼ A sin ð2pftÞ, the output DC temperature is To ¼ A 2=pð Þ
cos ð/Þ in the regime f � 1=RCt. The thermal mixer there-

fore allows the energy in the high frequency thermal oscilla-

tions to be utilized at the output, rather than spending most

of the energy to simply heat and cool the capacitor.

This mixer could also be used as a thermal lock-in detec-

tor to measure the amplitude A and phase / of the unknown

Ti from the measured DC output To ¼ A 2=pð Þ cos ð/Þ. For

the mixer circuit shown in Fig. 17(b), / and A can be deter-

mined by manually tuning the switching phase until To is

maximized. If two thermal mixers with switching phases

shifted by 90� are used, A and / can be automatically calcu-

lated from the “in-phase” and “out-of-phase” signals

measured by the two mixers, thus playing the same role as the

two phase sensitive detectors in a standard lock-in amplifier.

It is also interesting to recognize that a thermal switching

mixer with a switching frequency fs 6¼ fo could heterodyne

the input Ti, shifting the oscillation frequency fo to a more

convenient (fo6fs) beat frequency.

3. Thermal regulator and negative differential
resistance circuits

Regulation: Figure 18(a) shows a regulator302 designed

to maintain a constant temperature Treg, even in the presence

of a fluctuating ambient temperature Tamb. At low tempera-

tures, the regulator has a high resistance Roff , which

FIG. 17. Thermal switch application circuits. Thermal circuits using time-periodic switching can be constructed by analogy with known electrical circuits. (a)

A switched-capacitor cycle is equivalent to a linear thermal resistance Reff which depends on the switching frequency f . At the beginning of each cycle, the

thermal capacitor Ct charges up from the hot reservoir at Th (thermal switch S1 closed, S2 open). Then, Ct discharges to the cold reservoir at Tc (S1 open, S2

closed), thereby transferring E ¼ Ct Th � Tcð Þ Joules from the hot to cold side. Since the corresponding average heat flow rate is simply Ef , this device is

equivalent to a passive thermal resistor with a variable effective resistance Reff ¼ 1=Ctf : Puga et al.211 demonstrated a thermal switched-capacitor resistor

using a magnetic nanofluid thermal switch (see main text). (b) A thermal switching mixer is used to transmit the thermal energy in high frequency input tem-

perature oscillations at Ti through a low-pass thermal RC filter to the output terminal To. If the switch S1 is always closed, this is a standard RC low-pass filter,

and the output To (dashed line) is much smaller than Ti for high-frequency oscillations ðf > 1=RCt). However, if S1 is square-wave switched at the same fre-

quency f and phase as Ti, then a substantial DC temperature offset can also be passed through the RC filter to appear at To. Thermal mixers can also be used

for thermal lock-in detection or thermal heterodyning (see main text).

FIG. 18. Thermal regulator and negative differential resistance circuits. Electrical circuits for regulation, clamping, and small signal amplification can be

adapted to the thermal domain. (a) A thermal regulator with a sharp change in thermal conductance near a critical temperature Tc can be used to maintain a

regulated temperature Treg in the presence of a noisy ambient temperature Tamb. (b) The same thermal regulator circuit can also be used to obtain a clamped

temperature TclðtÞ which closely tracks TambðtÞ for low temperatures, but is clipped at the critical temperature Tc when Tamb > Tc. (c) Some regulator systems,

[such as VO2 radiative regulators (Sec. III C 2) or liquid-vapor boiling regulators (Sec. III B 2)] display negative differential resistance (NDR), a regime where

Q decreases as the temperature difference increases. If the regulator is biased into this NDR regime, small temperature oscillations at the input are amplified at

the output, hoj > hijjj . The operating regime and amplification gain can be obtained graphically using a load line analysis (dashed lines).
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transitions to a low Ron above the regulator’s critical temper-

ature Tc: Fluctuations in (Tamb � TcÞ appear at (Treg � TcÞ
damped (multiplied) by a factor (Ron=RÞ; which should be

much less than one. For successful regulation, Tamb must

always be greater than Tamb;min ¼ Tcþ(R=Roff ÞðTc � TgÞ to

keep the regulator in the high temperature state. In scenarios

where Tamb may temporarily dip below Tamb;min; a thermal

capacitor could be placed in parallel with the regulator to

buffer the temperature drop, or a thermal regulator with a

large latent heat could be used to hold Treg at Tc until Tamb

again increases above Tamb;min. In the electrical domain, elec-

trical regulators are commonly used to provide stable voltage

sources. Analogous thermal implementations could be used

to damp out unwanted temperature fluctuations for improved

climate control, or in manufacturing applications and preci-

sion experiments when a stable and repeatable temperature

is required.

Clamping: Figure 18(b) shows that the same regulator

circuit in a can also be used as a clamp.302 When Tamb < Tc,

the ratio ðR=Roff Þ should be small such that the clamped tem-

perature Tcl is similar to Tamb. However, the regulator pre-

vents Tcl from following Tamb above Tc, since the regulator

switches into its low-resistance mode and holds Tcl near Tc.

Clamping is useful for preventing sensitive components

from overheating, while still allowing for strong thermal

coupling and fast thermal response at lower temperatures.

Small-signal amplification: Figure 18(c) shows that a

regulator with negative differential resistance (NDR) can

amplify small temperature oscillations. NDR is observed in

several types of regulators, such as the VO2 radiative regula-

tor discussed in Sec. III C 2 and the boiling heat transfer reg-

ulator discussed in Sec. III B 2. Since most regulators do not

display NDR, here to help emphasize the unique NDR char-

acteristics in Fig. 18(c) we use the symbol for an electrical

tunnel diode, which displays similar NDR in the electrical

domain. There has been a great deal of analytical and numer-

ical research on thermal NDR, as reviewed by Li et al.1 and

by Ben-Abdallah and Biehs.2 Here, we only discuss the most

basic NDR circuit implemented in the electrical domain.306

To obtain small-signal AC amplification, the regulator

must be DC biased into the regime of NDR by the series ther-

mal resistor R. This DC bias input temperature Ti;DC and the

resulting DC output temperature To;DC can be graphically

determined using a load-line analysis, where the DC operating

point is found as the intersection of the regulator’s transfer

function [solid line in Fig. 18(c)] with the load line (dashed

line with slope (�1/R) and abscissa intercept Ti;DC). Then, for

an input temperature Ti tð Þ ¼ Ti;DC þ hi sin ðxtÞ representing

oscillations of amplitude hi around Ti;DC; the output tempera-

ture response will be To tð Þ ¼ To;DC þ ho sin ðxtÞ. To calculate

the output oscillation amplitude ho the key property of the

regulator is the differential resistance RNDR ¼ dðT�TgÞ
dQ near

To;DC, where Tg is the ground temperature. In the most inter-

esting regime, RNDR is negative, as depicted in Fig. 18(c) by

the negative slope of the regulator transfer function near

To;DC. A simple voltage divider analysis equating the oscillat-

ing heat flow in the series and NDR resistors then shows that

ho ¼ hi
RNDR

RþRNDR

� �
: DC biasing the regulator into the NDR

regime requires that RNDR < �R, so hoj > hijjj and thus the

input oscillations are amplified by the NDR regulator. The

small-signal gain diverges as RNDR ! �R; the physical gain

is limited by the finite region of negative RNDR. These amplifi-

cation trends also have a convenient graphical explanation

from the load line analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 18(c) by per-

turbing the load-line intercept at Ti;DC by hi and graphically

finding the resulting shift ho away from To;DC:

D. Summary and outlook

We have seen that there are a wide variety of physical

mechanisms which lead to switchable and nonlinear heat

transfer in the vicinity of room temperature. Very good per-

formance can be achieved using mature mechanisms such as

contact thermal switches, phase change thermal regulators,

and heat pipes, or indeed with active convection control by

valves and pumps. However, such traditional mechanisms

are not suitable for all applications due to size constraints,

the required orientation with respect to gravity, or mainte-

nance requirements.

Looking ahead, there would be much excitement if

solid-state thermal switches, regulators, and diodes could be

developed with similarly high performance as those tradi-

tional mechanisms. This need motivates fundamental

research into new solid-state mechanisms. Promising ave-

nues of exploration for solid-state components include inter-

calation, gating the thermal conductivity of 2D materials,

exploiting solid-solid phase transitions, and further optimiza-

tion of shape memory alloy actuators, MEMS contact ther-

mal switches, and thermal expansion regulators.

In the area of convective heat transfer, advances in sur-

face science have led to gravity-independent thermal switches

using superhydrophobic and superhydrophillic surfaces.

Large switch ratios have also been obtained using electric

fields to control boiling. Experimental demonstrations of new

radiative thermal components are relatively sparse, in no

small part due to the difficulty of achieving highly nonlinear

and switchable radiative properties across a broad thermal

spectrum. However, promising material systems include elec-

trochromic materials, phase-change chalcogenides, and vana-

dium dioxide, and further demonstrations of near-field

thermal switches or thermal diodes would be of great funda-

mental interest.

For all of these mechanisms, this review emphasized the

on/off ratio r and rectification ratio c as the primary figures

of merit, since those characteristics are most fundamental to

the definition of a switch, regulator, or diode. These figures

of merit for thermal diodes and regulators will in general

depend on both the temperature difference and the absolute

magnitude of the temperature. Mechanisms involving phase

change (e.g., the jumping drop diode in Fig. 8 and the VO2

radiative diode in Fig. 11) have large jumps in c or r near the

critical temperature, but are relatively independent of DT as

long as it is large enough to span the transition. Other mecha-

nisms involving continuous processes (e.g., the continuous

kðTÞ junction diodes discussed in Sec. III A 2 and natural

convection diodes in Sec. III B 1) have figures of merit which

increase with DT: The temperature dependence of a given
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mechanism should be carefully considered in the design of

nonlinear thermal systems. For any particular application,

many additional concerns such as cyclability, time response,

the absolute magnitude of the on and off state conductances,

cost, and integration within existing engineered systems will

also play important roles. Therefore, researchers who are

able to demonstrate improved performance of nonlinear or

switchable components may also be well-served to quantify

the cycling performance, hysteresis, and durability of the

device, with an eye towards potential applications.

This review also discussed potential applications of ther-

mal diodes, switches, and regulators. Thermal switches and

thermal diodes have been used to implement all-solid state

(electrocaloric or thermoelectric) refrigeration cycles.

Thermal diodes can rectify an oscillating thermal source to

provide a large DC temperature difference for waste heat

scavenging. Thermal switches have also been used to

increase the temperature difference across a thermoelectric

module, which would lead to improved conversion efficiency.

Other thermal circuits can be implemented by exploiting the

analogies between thermal and electrical circuits; examples

include a thermal load shifter using thermal diodes, a tunable

switched-capacitance thermal resistor, and a thermal clamp to

prevent overheating. Further experimental efforts are needed

to provide insight on fundamental behavior of these circuits,

and to determine which circuit and mechanisms are most

appropriate for a given application.

There is still a great deal of work to be done in the field

of nonlinear and switchable thermal components. As in the

early days of electrical engineering, there are currently moti-

vating applications driving the development of new devices,

and many more unforeseen applications are sure to arise if a

new generation of compact high performance thermal

diodes, regulators, and switches can be developed. The pur-

suit of nonlinear and switchable thermal components should

remain a motivating challenge to researchers for years to

come.
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